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Calloway Advances To Face
Tilghman In Boys' Semis
— See Sports
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Grand jury to hear case of suspended teacher
Staff Report
The case of the Murray Middle
School teacher facing drug charges
after exchanging text messages with a
state trooper will go on to a grand jury
for a possibly felony indictment.
Ann Greenfield, 34, a MMS physical education teacher, appeared in
Calloway District Court on Wednesday
morning with her attorney, Mark
Blankenship, for a preliminary hearing.
Judge Randy Hutchens sent the case to
the grand jury after ruling a day care

qualifies as a school.
The grand jury is
scheduled to meet
March 22.
Greenfield
is
charged with conspiracy to traffic a Consubstance
trolled
within 1,000 yards of
Apple Tree School,
possession of mariGreenfield
juana and possession
of drug paraphernalia.
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Asphyxia game
is concern for
police, parents
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Calloway County and Murray Independent school districts are
working with the Kentucky State Police in order to educate parents,
students and the community concerning the dangers to children of a
national trend in self-inflicted asphyxiation, also known as the
"choking game."
According to a news release from Calloway County Middle
School, the Kentucky State Police is sponsoring the meeting next
week concerning national trends in asphyxiation, Internet sites and
other safety issues concerning the phenonena.
Trooper Barry Meadows, a spokeman for KSP Post 1 in
Mayfield, said this morning that the presentation is a public information effort to educate the public about the issue. It will be held
March 15 at 6 p.m. in the CCMS media center.
"It will be a PTA program. We're going to be talking about selfasphyxiation or the 'choking game,— Meadows said. "We're going
to do a program on that to alert parents as to what to look for."
David Dowdy, public information officer for the Calloway
County School District, said that district officials are uncertain
exactly what KSP officials will present to the public during an open
forum planned at the school next week.
'The Kentucky State Police is presenting that and we really don't
know what they are planning," Dowdy said.'That's about all! know
right now."
Uncertainty about the ages of members of theopublic that may
attend the meeting has led KSP officials to propose offering some
details about what will be presented beforehand to school officials
so inappropriate content can be withheld.
'They have offered to preview some of this because the meeting
is going to be open to the community and we don't know what age
groups might be in attendance," Dowdy said.
Chris Bowman,assistant principal at Murray Middle School, said
a similar presentation and parent workshop is now in the planning
stage at the school with both KSP and Calloway County Sheriff's
Department involved.
According to the Dylan Blake Foundation for Adolescent
Behavior Education in St. Augustine, Fla., the choking game is also
known as the "pass-out game," "black out," and "space monkey."
The game is reportedly becoming increasingly popular and dangerous as children take it on as a solo adventure, according to the
Foundation's Web site.
The game involves self-induced asphyxia through cutting off
oxygen to the brain until the participant passes out.
In 2005, death or injury resulting from children participating in
the game was reported in 25 states with California reporting the
highest rate from what is called "youth asphyxia activity" followed
closely by Florida and Washington.

See Page 2A

Pocket's Shell
robbed at gunpoint
Staff Report
Police are looking for an unidentified white male involved in an
armed robbery early this morning at Pocket's Shell, at the corner of
12th and Chestnut streets.
Murray Police Department officers responded to gas station/convenience store after receiving a call about an armed robbery at
12:59 a.m. today.
During the initial investigation officers learned that an unknown
white male walked in the store with a handgun and demanded
money, according to a MPD release. The suspect then took an
undisclosed amount of cash and fled the scene.
An investigation into the robbery is continuing.
Anyone with information about the incident should contact
MPD Detective Kendra Smith at 753-1621. Calls wanting to remain
anonymous can call CrimeStoppers at 753-9500.
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Hutchens ruled that the daycare
emphasizes education, therefore qualified as a school and bumps up a misdemeanor charge to a felony offense.
Greenfield has been on leave from
her teaching job following her Feb. 22
arrest. In a release this morning,
Murray Independent Schools public
information officer Sherry Purdorn said
that paid leave was only for the following day, which was a Friday. Greenfield
has been suspended without pay since
Monday. Feb. 26.

"As the teacher requested a private
hearing regarding the status of employment with the school district, we will
not have any further comment on this
matter," Purdom said.
Greenfield is free on a $2,500 surety
bond.
After receiving a text message from
someone wanting to buy marijuana,
Kentucky State Police Trooper Trevor
Pervine set up a meeting at Cain's auto
dealership on U.S. 641 North "because
it was convenient." When Greenfield
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TOM BERRY/ledger &Times
Kory Pearson, a member of Murray State University's newly-formed disc golf team, throws
discs toward a chain-link goal Tuesday afternoon at Murray-Calloway County Central Park.
The city's first ever disc golf tournament sponsored by the Professional Disc Golf Association
will take place at the park this weekend.

MURRAY PARK TO HOST
2-DAY DISC GOLF TOURNEY
will substantially increase the use of
By TOM BERRY
our parks and our disc golf course."
Staff Writer
The tournament is part of the
The Professional Disc Golf
Association has sanctioned a two-day PDGA's AT&T Bluegrass Series spontournament at Murray-Calloway sored by Bluegrass Disc Golf of
County Central Park this weekend that Bowling Green, Ky. This will be the
local officials hope will be the begin- first tournament ever at Murray's
ning of even better and more exciting 5,245 foot, par-58 course which
opened in October.
events to come.
H.B. Clark, an employee of
The Re-Max Real Estate Associates
Murray Disc Golf Open is scheduled to BellSouth and designer of the course,
kick off shortly after 9 a.m. Saturday said that he will supervise and may
and Sunday at the park. Many PDGA participate in the event. Clark said
competitors from across the Southeast players are driving hundreds of miles
and Midwest are expected to-partici- from other states to see the new course
pants along with a newly-organized and compete.
"As a matter of fact I got an entry
Murray State University team and
form today from a guy in Little Rock
other local competitors.
Murray-Calloway County Parks (Ark.). That's the farthest. We also
Directors Matthew Martin said have people coming from over in
Wednesday that he thinks the PDGA's Prestonburg. So people are driving
sanction of the event will bring nation- about five hours in every direction to
ally-known competitors and tourism come see the new Murray course,"
Clark said.
attention to Murray.
'The word on the street is that it's
"Being that it's a pro-amateur tournament, that word is going to carry out
to the disc golfers," Martin said. "So it

11See Page 2A
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arrived at the location, she wasn't sure
of Pervine's identity and ended up not
buying the marijuana he offered.
Greenfield drove away from the car
dealership and then several minutes
later two other undercover officers
arrested her.
Blankenship argued Greenfield didn't go through with the crime, even
without knowing Pervine was a state
trooper. Yet Calloway County Attorney
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For more information about
the PDGA or the
AT&T Bluegrass
Series, go
online at
VAVW pdga.com
or www.bluegraasdiscgolf.or
g. More information about
MurrayCalloway
County
Department of
Parks and the
disc golf facilities can be
found on the
parks' department Web site
at swAv.murrayparks.org.

Democrats
set time
table for
pullout of
US.troops
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
a direct challenge to President
Bush, House Democrats are
advancing legislation requiring
the withdrawal of U.S. combat
troops from Iraq by the fall of
next year.
Democratic officials who
described the measure said the
timetable would be accelerated
— to the end of 2007 — if the
government of Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki does not meet
goals for providing Iraq's security.
The conditions, described as
tentative until presented to the
Democratic rank and file today,
would be added to legislation
providing nearly $100 billion
the Bush administration has
requested for fighting in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
The officials who described
the measure did so on condition
of anonymity, saying they were
not authorized to speak until
after it was presented to the
Democratic caucus. They also
stressed the provisions were tentative until then.
Underscoring the debate
among Democrats, several
opponents of the war issued a
statement late Wednesday saying they "have had a constructive dialogue with members of
our party's leadership. ...
However, at this time, we have
not reached any final agreement."
The statement was issued in
the name of Reps. Lynn
Woolsey, Barbara Lee and
Diane Watson of California;
Rep. Jerry Nadler of New York;
Rep. Lloyd Doggett of Texas
and Rep. Keith Ellison of
Minnesota.
Even so, House Speaker
Nancy
Pelosi's
office
announced plans for a Thursday
news conference to unveil the
measure, providing no details.
The announcement said she
would be joined by Rep. John
Murtha, D-Pa., and other key
lawmakers. Murtha is chairman
of the subcommittee with jurisdiction over the Pentagon's
budget and is among the
House's most outspoken opponents of the war.
Meanwhile. Gen. David
Petraeus said insurgents in Iraq
have sought to intensify attacks
during a Baghdad security
crackdown, which he predicted
should not be at full strength

III See Page 2A
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9 dead in NYC house fire
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Fire department and police vehicles sit at the scene of a 3alarm blaze that claimed the lives of nine people, including
eight children, in a four-story apartment building today in the
Bronx.
hie Department spokesman insestigators is cre i 111 ihe s,ene
Seth Andrew s iimfirmed the Thursday try mg ti s determine
death toll in the Bronx tire early the cause
relaFatournata Madassa.
hursda, At least 10 people
tise of some sit the residents
weft.- injured ti‘e ot them %CH Fhe injured included tour who loses at toss the street, said
inetighters and another emer- tour families hyed iii the building Many Nett' Immigrants
lit V N./tier is ho were hospi
from the west Afritan siuntry
[allied N. all minoi iniuries
I he tire hurried in the home's Mali, she said Among them
were 17 thildien
natement and first thssi Fife

ShiniffPoliceLogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Vandalism to rental property on Post Oak Drive was reported
at 1248 p.m. Tuesday. The criminal mischief will be a civil matter.
•A case for theft by unlawful taking more than $300 after an incident was reported on Peach Orchard Road at 1.44 p.m.
Tuesday.
Murray Police Department
• A gas dnve-off was reported at Coastal at 10th and Main
streets at 12:24 p.m. Tuesday.
• Howard Jinner, 51, of Murray was arrested Tuesday for firstdegree possession of a controlled substance, possession of
drug paraphernalia and contempt of court
•A vehicle at Backyard Burger was reported burglarized at 10:06
a m. Wednesday.
• Someone came into the station at 11:48 a.m. Wednesday to
report a theft.
• A check scam was reported at 305 N. Seventh St. Apt B at
6 12 p.m. Wednesday.
• An injury crash was reported on Ky. 121 at North 16th Street at
951 p.m. Wednesday. EMS and Murray Fire Department also
responded
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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Pelosi and the leadership Bush's spending proposals for
hase struggled in recent days to the next fiscal year. said Marine
tome up with an approach on Gen, Peter Pace, chairman of
the war that would satisfy liber- the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Not
als reluctant to vote for contin- knowing if the lesel would need
ued funding without drising to go up or down, the Defense
away more moderate Democrats Department has asked for
unwilling to he seen as tying the money to keep the troop level
steady at the increased level
hands it military commanders.
The decision to impose con- through the whole budget year.
ditions on the war risks a major Pace said at a Wednesday press
confrontation with the Flush tonference with Gates.
Democrats familiar with the
and
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administration
emerging legislation in the
Republican allies in Congress.
But without a unified party. House on troop withdrawal said
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Democrats also intend to add tion.
They said if Bush certified
money to Bush's request for
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in the Iraqis were meeting these
military
:Afghanistan. where the Taliban so-called benchmarks, U.S.
is expected to mount a spnng combat troops could remain
until September of next year
offensive
The bill also v.di exceed Otherwise, the deadline would
Bush's request for yeterans' move up to the end of 2(X)7.
The legislation also calls for
health care and medical programs for active duty tn)ops at the Pentagon to adhere to its
facilities such as the scandal- existing standards for equipping
starred Walter Reed Medical and training U.S. troops sent
overseas and for providing time
Center in Washington.
Democrats also are including at home between tours of comfunds for a health care program bat.
Yet it also permits Bush to
for low-income children. The
Call The Professionals
program is popular among gov- issue waivers of these standards.
Residential
ernors of both political parties, Democrats described the waiver
Commercial
hut the Bush administration has provision as an attempt to
Industrial
not signaled its acquiescence to embarrass the president into
No Obligation
adhering to the standards. But
the additional money
:Cf-01.19 r)ri cChfee
'
The Democrats worked on they concede the overall effect
900 Tyson Ave • Paris
their legislation as Defense will be to permit the administraGates tion to proceed with plans to
Robert
Secretary
Termite & Pest Control • Seamless Gutters • Moisture Barriers
extra deploy five additional combat
an
of
approval
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Repair
Structural
Temp Vents • Floorbracing • Underneath
2,200 military police to help brigades to the Baghdad area
deal with an anticipated increase over the next few months.
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Man arrested after
allegedly killing wife
threatening brother
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—A central Kentucky
man was arrested on murder charges Wednesday
after allegedly killing his wife then traveling to a
local newsroom where he may have held his
brother, the paper's editor, at gunpoint.
John Todd, 62, turned himself in to deputies at
the Fayette County sheriff's department late
Wednesday after a bizarre day that began when
Todd allegedly shot his wife Lynn.
Lexington police Lt. Rodney Sheridan told the
Lexington Herald-Leader that Lynn Todd was
found lying in the basement after being shot four
times. The Fayette County Coroner's office has
not released the identity of the victim.
Following the alleged shooting, John Todd fled
to the Richmond Register and pointed a gun at his
brother, Jim Todd, the paper's editor, said Lone
Love, the Register's assistant editor.
Love said the two brothers stayed in the editor's office for about 90 minutes behind closed
doors before walking to John Todd's van behind
the newspaper building.
Afterward, the editor told colleagues his brother had held him at gunpoint.

Report: Adults were
drinking night of fatal fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A night of drinking
and the lack of a smoke detector impaired the ability of 10 people to get out of a burning house in
central Kentucky last month, resulting in the
state's worst fatal fire in three decades, a state fire
marshal's report said.
The official cause of the Feb.6 blaze is listed as
undetermined because neither the material that
first ignited the fire nor the initial ignition point
could be found, according to the I7-page report
issued Wednesday. But smoking materials were
the likely cause of the fire based on whers,the
blaze started, Deputy Fire Marshal Rob Gotidwin
concluded in the report.
Four adults and six children, members of an
extended family staying in the house in
Bardstown, died from smoke inhalation in the
early morning blaze.
The adults in the house had been drinking.
which hindered their ability to get out or help others escape. according to the report.
"The adult victims had elevated blood alcohol
levels that impaired their ability to get themselves
or anyone else out of the house." the report states.
"The lack of a working early warning device
(smoke detector) allowed conditions to reach
untenable levels before the occupants were aware
that there was a fire."
Family members told investigators that the
adults had spent the previous evening and early
morning hours drinking, playing cards and smoking, while the children watched movies.
Neighbors said they heard a commotion and frantic cries for help just before 3:51 a.m. that morning, when the fire was reported.
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Calloway school personnel take
part in emergency plan training

State may look to extend
deadline for presidential
candidates
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — University of
Louisville professor Gina Bertocci recently landed
a $4.5 million grant for research into curbing child
abuse.
-But her continued work in Kentucky on the
nagging social problem hinged on an unrelated
issue — whether state lawmakers would block
UoiL from allowing unmarried partners of faculty
and staff to obtain health coverage through the
school.
Photo provtdecl
"If they're looking to push forward a bill that's
Pictured are, from left, Superintendent Steve Hoskins, CCHS Resource Office Kenny Collins.
going to endorse discrimination, I'm not going to
Calloway County Middle Principal Tavmya Hunter, East Elementary Principal Kathy Crouch,
be doing my research here," Bertocci said.
Director of Pupil Personnel Fred Ashby, North Elementary teacher Debbie Rogers, and Andy
Bertocci was upbeat Wednesday after a House
Burchfield- Marsh USA, Inc.
committee blocked legislation aimed at preventing
state agencies from offering domestic-partner
health benefits.
The measure failed in the Health and Welfare
Committee on a tense 8-8 vote.
"Certainly we would have appreciated a little
wider margin," Bertocci said. "But it's a victory:
we'll take it."
Last
Friday,
Callovvav also led a walking tour of ance with the cooperative crisis
County
School
District Calloway County High School management techniques of the
Administrators took part in a to teach methods of school Incident Command System
day-long training supported by a building safety assessment.
tICS and the National Incident
Federal
Department
of
A second training session is Management System (NIMS
Education grant administered scheduled for early summer use by local and regional emerthrough the West Kentucky which will include local and gency response agencies.
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API Whether Educational Cooperative to area emergency managers. law
Also, a 30 minute web based
Democrats put up U.S. Sens. Bru-ack °barna, review district emergency plans. enforcement, fire department. training module will be created
Hillary Clinton or someone else, their candidate The WKEC grant was one of and hazardous material expens and hosted on the Calloway'
for president could go unopposed in Kentucky three in the state of Kentucky participating in a realistic table- County Schools web site for use
among a total of 74 grants across top emergency management by students, parents, and comunless the legislature changes the law.
the nation.
exercise.
munity members. The online
Right now. K:ntucky's filing deadline for presTopics included school secuThe Calloway County School training will cover school emeridential candidates is Sept. 2, 2008 — two days rity hazard assessment, pre- District
has had an extensive gency preparedness and security
before the Republican National Convention is paredness. and strategies for cri- emergency plan in place for se% - best
practices, school expectascheduled to wrap up, meaning the GOP nominee sis response and recovery. eral years which will be updated tions, and parent roles and
likely wouldn't be officially named until after Andy Burchfield of Marsh USA, at the end of the WKEC training responsibilities.
Inc.. presented the training and to brint the plan into compliKentucky's deadline.
"That would be eight electoral votes that the
Republicans couldn't get that they've gotten in the
Restaurant
last two cycles," Secretary of State Trey Grayson,
Utrilitt.;
a Republican, said. "It can swing an election one
Fisse
411810
\ Inn&
way or another."
vomp•
%And's
Grayson said he's hoping the General
rtaCe ter
Assembly tweaks Kentucky's election law to
move the filing deadline to Sept. 5, 2008. That
p.m,
SUO•41,
Mortdag-Saturdag,11 a.m.-2
should give county clerks across the state enough
time to prepare the ballots.
Sundag Brunchp.m.
•Ertjoy Minch
•Wonderfet
a.m.-2
Such a change would not be unprecedented in
Station to elegant dinner
Chnelet
Kentucky, Grayson said. The filing deadline was
with
an time,featuring
yourself-with
changed in 1996 to accommodate the Democratic
transcends Tennessee.
*Reword
Party's nomination schedule.
experience that
t dishesin service.
finesimpeccable
Officials believed there were about 10 states
some of thewith
served Thursdau-Saturda
that had deadlines earlier than the expected date of
Open
the nomination, according to Les Fugate, a
5-9 p.rit•
8.7:660_593
9
TN
Dover
spokesman for Grayson.
Lane e
931-232165-941192ant!ftn Toll
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Committee blocks bill on
prohibiting domesticpartner benefits
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Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

sze.
I
1144
Rib Eye
'Sandwich :1

Atfor
ylre Great

p

BLACK CANYON
ANGUS BEEF

Fresh P

Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

8BQ
Sandw

T-BONE STEAK

40
- 0D GIANT

2.$5
Sorry
No
Hamburgers!

By The Pound

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00

RIBS

$12

KETCHUP

8 et. pkg.

Hot &
Tender
ork BBQ

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

/HUNTS

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

Fri. & Sat. Only
4INGSFORD

CHARCOAL

ICAMPBELL SOUP

srrea.

CHEESE
Held

2

Block
,ror

Sliced

for 1

(
YE-LLOW

ONIONS

Fri. &
Sat.

to oz. Can

Fri. & Sat.

6 lb. Avg. Dealt

(Ala

4-IELD AMERICAN

CREAM OF MUSHROOM
OR CELERY

Fri. & Sat. Only}

Ch2IY

Smoked Turkey
Breast G

Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. & Sat. Only ..„.1

4-ED

POTATOES

OUR DELI KNOTTS

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

9

„,

oature

Inh

Fri. & Sat.
Fri. & Bat. Only

10 A.M. — WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
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Walter Reed
scandal is a
shame on U.S.
the role ot paralyzed Vietnam liVar
i,rti Ron ktivti, in "Born on the 4th of
a hit lom (- misc. exploded in an expleLuien tirade against the NeW York VA
,-pitai where kovic was being treated — a
•:\ here the medical staff essentially
ii .red
patients and rodents roanwd freely
•ing

,

1.•\ rctioni.

more than 30

ii.c.tirrcti

environment has been
iine ot the nation's highest-profile
hospitals, ‘Valter Reed Army Medical
\,‘,1,
-.11HTIon_ An inVI."
t1gatiOn by the
,
l'ost found some patients in rehacockm,e kart. living among mold, it
an:I rats rile stories also described a
wink h ignored complaints from
Jrhi their tomilies, as intolerable as
surrounding Valter Reed has
ihe
lute !louse and both parties
to call tor investigations into con.1]1 ot the nation's military and Vetimini,tration hospitals.
is the scandal that Army Secre1-. I I larvey and two senior generals
Li en resptwisible tor Walter Reed
tired or torced to resign.
Luse subcommittee hearing Monday,
.1 in the 1\asiNt!,sitiiii ['est, Army -ttatt
)aniel L,hannon said he %vas
,t1, the hospital live days after
itittiry and lo,sing hi It'll eye
-slitit by an AK-47 in 2004, e‘.sen‘vaiting for
i tor himself lit'''.
n,in his eye and has had trouble
the .ystem, he said.
vas Taitiii t be trusted,'" he
siddiers get less than they
s\stern seemingly designed
with tightLit the
a`
,S011ated
Ihe truly sad thing is that
troll) every war we've ever
H
It'll
flit
`
,Jrlit f hasit; story: a story
lit I
ot advocat V and frustration
, uilitarv bureau.. racy
t
,•.111 ‘\ 11111`A do better. lVe
tor our veterans is a national
IT\ muc h a local story in every
,d the t. ountry, inc hiding our own.
id'ot troops have been deployed
innati and \orthern Ken\ 11,1.e ,onu. home needing
t

are

Kent ut iku Inquirer
Fort Mitchell, K.Y.
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Bill aims to modernize teacher pay
Debate rages in the Kentucky legislature over starting
to modernize the way Ken. Die
tut ky pans its teacher,
issue is whether to pay high
school math, phy Nos and
chemistry teachers more than
other teachers That's the gist
of Senate Bill 2. sponsored
by Sen Dan Kelly. H Spring field. that was appro.ed 26-7
by the Senate.
Tlw Prit. hard Committee's
business people.
members
parents and concerned citizens
support this progressiv e
legislation
1-4 ir nil We than 20 y ears
I the I 11'4 utile Ill our 'Haupt
:al report in 1984) oui urg.Iimi/.itit iii oi %tthillleirs has been
eci mink-riding that Kentucky's
seniority -based teacher coin
pensawn sy stem 1.1e updated
Most recently. viv e recommend
ed ditterenhated pay as one
step toward improy mg high
school science and math. its
also in our new to.e year
plan for progress
uiui.hy do we think this is
important'
( learin. teat bets dre
absolutely central to the academic success ot all children
And educating all children
well
the goal ot i mur edU requires
Calitql sr stein
pay mg constant attention to
the quality of interactions
hem een teachers and students
iii the classri Hun Ads am ing
student learning requires continuous improv einem in teat hers' instructional practices
Bet Alls4,' teachers ,ire
important. Kentucky should
guarantee that ey ery child has
a well-qualified teacher in his
this
or her classroom and
that
is hugely important
teachers have the support and
continuous training required to
ilo their lobs well Modern',-

(11 US I \ 01(
By Robert F. Sexton
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence
ing teacher pay is one necessary step toward reaching this
amtutious goal.
The way teachers are hired
and paid and assigned to
schools -- the staffing and
compensation system --- is
outdated and broken. It doesn't attract and keep enough
ot the most capable people in
teaching. With a few exceptions, every teacher is the
same when it come5 to pay .
When young teachers begin in
their twenties, they know
pretty much what they
earn
when they 're 35 or 45 or 55;
their pay will be the same as
ev en body else in their school
and district. no matter how
phia they are or how hard
they work. unless they
become a sc hot it administrator
one result ot the dysfunctional sy stem is that, across
the nation. about half ot all
new teachers leave within five
years ot their first day on the
lob This turnover costs Kentucky about SIM million a
year. the Alliance for Excellent Education reports.
It's also difficult to assign
talented teachers to schools
where they're needed the
most because the reward system encourages teachers, as
they work up the seniority
ladder, to take assignments in
the most affluent or prestigious schools.
And, particularly germane
to Senate Bill 2, it is difficult
to attract talented, well-educated new teachers in subject
areas where there is market
competition for their services
Today. this competition applies

to college graduates who
majored in physics, math, and
chemist!). Prniile sector jobs
tor these specialties often pay
twice as much or more than
teaching. Si, a severe shortage
of trained math and science
teachers looms just as our
nation and state are trying to
beef up science and math for
all students.
On the other side of the
debate in FranktOrt is the
Kentucky Education Association.
The KEA's opposition is to
he expected. After all, we're
talking about changing something that's been in place for
about MI years. We also
know that pay reforms are
most successful *hen teachers
are invoked in their planning,
so their concerns deserve
attention.
KEA president Frances
Steenbergen argues that
morale will be lowered and
collegiality reduced if some
teachers earn more than others. Different pay rates, she
says, mean that some teachers
are more worthy than others.
It's personal, the way she
sees It.
But this policy isn't about
personal worth or whether a
math teacher is worth more
to children than a 3rd grade
teacher. It's about the salaries
that college graduates are
offered for their talents in the
market place. The reality is
that math majors today are
offered much more than 3rd
grade teachers. This may
make folks uncomfortable, but
it's a fact of life.

Dien there is the question
i it "whose morale is lowered?" We know from
research and experience that
not all teachers agree on this.
A young Mend, a highly educated former teacher, says that
as a hard working young
teacher she was irate and
demoralized to see other
teachers earning much more
than she, with less work. just
because of years of service.
Her point: younger workers
want to work hard for the
kids. but they want compensation to match their efforts and
skills.
KEA's second major point
is that differentiated pay is
not proven by research to
increase student achievement.
Models of pay reform are
popping up all over but they
are experimental and too new
to evaluate. But we do havi.:.
evidence that the current
salary system does not work.
and there is plenty of evidence that compensation helps
attract talent. I will grant
KEA this: it's hard to prove
a reform's effect if there are
too few examples largely
because the reform has been
blocked by folks who say the
experiment is unproven!
This legislation is an
important first step to
strengthening the teaching profession by professionalizing
the way teachers are paid.
Let's hope the General
Assembly moves Kentucky
closer to our goal of educational excellence for all students by enacting this important bill.
Robert E Sexton is the
executive director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence.
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'ampaigning
t Al't
in 2nnti. George Bush promised he would
',Wear on the Bible to restore honor and
dignity it) a sullied White House and give
it "one heck of scrubbing.- The conviction
til I. Lewis "Scooter- Libby gave the
White House a scrubbing - hut not the
one Bush had in mind
'Me case laid hare the inner workings
)1 a presidency under siege and the secretive world 01 Vice President Dick Cheney
It showed the lengths to which Cheney
went in early summer 1973 to discredit
administration critic Joseph Wilson. 'The
turner ambassador's assertions had cast
doubt on the administration's justification
for having taken the country to war. And
the Libby c.ase showed the president
assisting Cheney in the leaked attacks on
xx,iison.
Libby, who was Cheney's chief of
staff, was found guilty on Tuesday of four
01 five counts of obstructing justice, lying
arkl penury during an investigation int()
the administration's disclosure of the identity of undercover CIA official Valerie
Marne. Wilson's wife
The s enbet "does great damage to the
Bush administration." said Paul C. Light,
pmfessor of public service at New York
University "It undermines the president's
pledge of ethical conduct. But the most
serious consequences is that it will raise

questions about
Cheney's durability in
office. It may he time
for C'heney to submit
his resignation"
Hut don't count on
it. Bush in the past has
repeatedly come to the
defense of his vice
president.
The trial, which
Washington included a month of
testimony, is also releToday
By Tom Raum vant as the United
States seeks to build a
Associated
case that Iran is providPress Writer
ing soplusticatec1 mum_
tions to Shiite insurgents in Iraq who are
using them against U.S. troops. Administration critics have suggested the administration is trying to lay the groundwork for
isolating or even attacking Iran — using
flawed intelligence, just as in Iraq.
Wilson, a retired career diplomat, had
accused the administration of manipulating
intelligence to build its case in Iraq.
The trial leaves a trail of unanswered
questions leading to the doorsteps of Bush
and Cheney.
Testimony and evidence did not clear
up whether they directed the leaking of
Flame's identity. to the news media

But the trial did show Bush declassitied prewar intelligence that Libby leaked
to New York Times reporter Judith Miller,
a plan carried Out in such secrecy that
no one else in the government even
knew about it.
Testimony showed the vice president
was aware early on that Wilson's wife
worked at the CIA and told Libby about
it. Cheney even scribbled a note to himself a week before Wilson's wife was
exposed asking whether she had sent her
husband on the CIA mission to Africa
that triggered the controversy.
Cheney also directed Libby to speak
with selected reporters to counter Wilson's accusations. Cheney developed talking points on the matter for the White
House press office. He helped draft a
statement by then-CIA Director George
Tenet. And he moved to declassify some
intelligence material to bolster the case
against Wilson
Lanny Davis, a lawyer who worked in
the Clinton White House during several
investigations, said that, while Libby was
the defendant, "it was Vice President
Cheney who was on trial today and who
has the responsibility for what Libby did.
The vice president has a personal and
moral responsibility to take responsibility
for what Mr. Libby did at his instmetion
— and to apologize to Valerie Flame"
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Jessica Lunsford's family awaits
sentencing in killer's murder trial

Kelsey Brandsasse

The funeral for Kelsey Brandsasse will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
Bob Haley and Mickey Garrison will officiate.Pallbearers will be
Ron Gladden, Jeremy Foxx, Mike Brandsasse, Alan Holley, Stanley
Barnhart and Kevin Suiter. Burial will follow in the Kirksey Baptist
MIAMI (AP)- The family
Church Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 of a 9-year-old girl who was kidp,i11. today (Thursday).
napped, raped and killed by a
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the sex offender now waits for that
family to help with final expenses, do Churchill-Imes Family man to be sentenced, after he
Funeral Home, 1804 Ky. 121 North Bypass, Murray, Ky., 42071.
was convicted of murdering her
Miss Brandsasse, 14, Kirksey Road, Murray, formerly of by burying her alive
in trash
Evansville. Ind., died Monday, March 5, 2007, at 6:45 p.m. at bags.
%1urray-Calloway County Hospital.She was of Christian faith and a
Jurors deliberated about four
member of the Calloway County Middle School band. She was born
hours before returning the verJan. 10, 1993. Preceding her in death were her grandfathers, Morgan
dict Wednesday against John
Holley and Thomas Brandsasse.
Evander Couey in the slaying of
Survivors include her father, Dennis Brandsasse, her mother,
Jessica Lunsford, Couey, 48,
Paula Marie Holley Brandsasse, two sisters, Sierra Williams and
faces the death penalty or life in
friend, Stanley Barnhart, and Jade' Brandsasse, and two brothers,
Andrew and Tyler Brandsasse, all of Murray; her grandmothers, prison at sentencing set to begin
Joyce Holley, Evansville, and Phyllis Brawner, Murray: great- Tuesday.
"With capital cases, I'm all
grandmother, Mary Woodrow: six uncles, Billy Holley and wife,
Kathy. Alan Holley and wife, Sherry, Tom Brandsasse and wife. for the death penalty. It's an eye
Debbie, Mike Brandsasse and wife, Patti, David Brandsasse and for an eye," the girl's father,
Aaron Brawner: five aunts, Peggy Cox and friend, Billy Robinson, Mark Lunsford, said Thursday
Rita Stricker and husband, Jeff, Judy Roberts-Smith and husband, on CBS-The Early Show."
Jessica
Donnie, Mary Buckman and husband. David, and Teresa Elsfelder,
a
s
and husband. Mark: 14 cousins. Christi, Stephanie, Nikki, Angie, w
Mandy, Mike. Audra. Tara, Morgan, Tyler. Larry, Adam, Holly and snatched
from
her
Kyle.
central
Henry C. Bannon
Florida bedHenry C. Bannon, 81. Lynchburg, Va., formerly of Murray, Ky., room
in
died at Virginia Baptist Hospital, Lynchburg. His death followed a February
long illness.
2005 about
He received his bachelor of arts and master of arts 150 yards
Lundsford
in music at the University of Iowa. A professor of from
the
music at Murray State University, Murray, Ky., for trailer where Couey had been
nearly 20 years, he also held faculty positions at living. Her body was found a
United States Army schools in France and Germany, month later in a shallow hole.
at Baylor University and the University of Texas.
encased in two black plastic
He also had a long career as a tenor in opera, including roles at trash bags. She had suffocated
the Amato Opera Theater In New York, the Houston Grand Opera and was found
clutching a purand Milwaukee's Florentine Opera. His career as a musical comedy ple stuffed dolphin.
performer included roles at the Paper Mill Playhouse, the Valley
Her disappearance led to a
Forge Music Fair and the Westbury Music Fair and others. As a
crackdown around the country
soloist. he sang with numerous orchestras, including those in Dallas,
on people convicted of sex
San Diego and Nashville.
crimes, because Couey hadn't
A lifelong music student, he had a post-teaching career as an Irish
harpist performing a series of recitals around the country for com- told authorities he was living
munity concerts. He retired to Lynchburg in 1987. A veteran of near the Lunsford home even
Odd War II, he served in the 8th Army as an ambulance driver dur- though he was required to do so.
Couey stood staring straight
ing campaigns in Europe and Japan. He was born Dec. 22, 1925, in
ahead and swaying slightly as
Dublin. Ireland.
Surv i v ors include one son. Christopher Bannon, New York, N.Y.; the verdicts were read on
two daughters. Kathleen Bannon. Camp Hill, Pa.. and Patricia charges of first-dgsree murder,
Jefferson and husband. Michael, Tyngsboro. Mass.; one grandson, sexual battery on a child, kidAlex Jefferson. At Mr. Bannon's request, a funeral service will be napping and burglary. Lunsford,
oMitted in favor of a private Irish wake for friends and family at who has helped push efforts for
tougher monitoring of sex
Satchiko's Porter House. Lynchburg.
offenders, showed no emotion.
Dorothy Golden Kelly
Outside the courtroom.
The funeral for Dorothy Golden Kelly was at 10 a.m. today
(Thursday.)at the Lone Oak Chapel at Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
John Dale and Jim Faughn officiated. Burial was in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Central Church of
Christ Building Fund, 2201 Washington St., Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mrs. Kelly. 91. Lone Oak. formerly of Murray, died Tuesday.
MIDLAND,Mich.(AP)-A
March 6. 2007. at 10:30 a.m. at Superior Care Home. A homemak- teenager shot
his former girler, she was a member of Central Church of Christ and a former piano friend
four times outside her
teacher. A Graves County native, she graduated from Sedalia High
high school, then killed himself
School. She is the daughter of the late James E. and Ida Holloway
in one of two fatal U.S. school
Golden. Four sisters and one brother also preceded her in death.
shootings Wednesday, authoriSurvivors include her husband, John Paul Kelly, to whom she
ties said.
was married for 71 years: two daughters. Annita Kelly Hollowell
Jessica Forsyth, 17, was
and Nancy Kelly ('lark, both of Lone Oak: five grandchildren, Kelly
taken to Hurley Medical Center
Hollowell, Nashville, Tenn.. Annita Stewart, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
in Flint, where she was upgradand Nancy Carol Williams, Michael Shan Clark and Krisa Martin,
ed Wednesday evening to fair
all of Paducah; 12 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchilcondition, hospital spokesdren:
nephews.
woman Christie White said.
Midland Police Chief James
Henry Louis Cobb Sr.
St.
Louis said the gunman, idenThe funeral for Henry Louis Cobb Sr. was at 10:30 a.m. today
1Thursday) at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton, Ky. Rev. Danny tified as David Turner, 17, of
Potts and Billy Joe Cobb officiated. Burial was in the Water Valley nearby Coleman. died in the
Cemetery. Tributes may be left online at www.hombeakfuner- parking lot.
Turner had gone to H.H. Dow
alchapel.com.
High
School on Wednesday
Mr. Cobb Sr.. 70, Water Valley. formerly of South Fulton, Tenn..
died Monday. March 5. 2(X)7. at 11:46 a.m. at Western Baptist morning to try to talk to Jessica.
Hospital, Paducah. He retired from J.E. Campbell Inc. in South but he was turned away by
Fulton after 28 years of service, was of Pentecostal faith and had school officials, the police chief
said. The boy then called her and
lived in this area most of his life.
Born Dec. 28. 1936, in Skullbone. Tenn.. he was the son of the asked her to meet him outside
late Robert E. Lee Cobb and Mattie Lou Bryant Cobb. Nine broth- the building.
After a conversation in the
ers and sisters also preceded him in death. Survivors include his
wife. Shelby Glover Cobb. to whom he was married Aug. 28, 1957: parking lot, Turner pulled a gun
oAo daughters, Pamela Frances McCord and Aletha Cheryl
Vanmeter, both of Water Valley-. three sons, Henry L. Cobb Jr.,
Murray. William Lee Cobb. Greenfield. Tenn.. and Paul Joseph
Cobb. Union City. Tenn.: 14 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren: two sisters, Betty Cobb, Martin. Tenn., and Dean Franklin,
Saint Joseph. Mich.: three brothers. Larry Cobb. Dresden, Tenn.,
and Billy Joe Cobb and Danny Cobb. both of Greenfield.
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AP
Angela Bryant, right, mother of Jessica Lunsford and her sister, Beulah Lee, react as the verdict is read against defendant John Evander Couey in Miami, Wednesday. Couey was found
guilty of kidnapping, rapping and murdering nine-year-old Jessica Lunsford. Prosecutors will
seek the death penalty.
Lunsford
said that he
believed all
along "that
justice
would prevail- in his
daughter's
murder but
that the case
Couey
wasn't complete until a sentence is
imposed.
Circuit
Judge
Richard
Howard will ultimately decide
whether Couey should be sentenced to death. He is not
required to follow the jury's rec-

tv4

Suicide, shootings reported at
schools in Michigan and Texas

'es era! nieces and

out of a backpack and shot her
four times before turning the
gun on himself. St. Louis said.
The girl's mother, who had
dropped her daughter off at the
school, saw the shooting from
her car and drove between the
two to try to protect the girl.
authorities said.
The school, about I(X) miles
northwest of Detroit. was locked
down after the shooting. Dow
High is named after the founder
of chemical
giant
Dow
Chemical Co. and has 1,500 students. No school activities were
canceled. "It's kind of confusing,- said junior Cory Hearns,
who was taking an economics
exam at the time. "1 don't know
what to say about it. People didn't know what tb think or what
was going on.In Greenville. Texas, a 16year-old student fatally shot
himself inside the band hall at
Greenville High School, police
said.

ommendation. but judges give
the recommendation great legal
weight.
A psychologist testified for
the defense that Couey has signs
tif mental illness and mental
retardation, mitigating circumstances that could help spare
him the' death penalty. Couey
spent much of the trial drawing
with colored pencils.
He admitted to investigators
shortly after his arrest that he
committed the crime, but the
confession was thrown out
because he did not have a lawyer
present as he had requested.
"1 felt confident that we had

an over% helming amount oil
facts we could present to the
jury.- said Brad King, chief
prosecutor in the case, outside
the courthouse after the verdict.
The evidence at trial included
DNA from Jessica's blood and
Coney's semen on a n•attress in
his bedroom, as well as Jessica's
fingerprints in a closet in the
trailer.
Jail guards and investigators
testified that Couey repeatedl!.
admitted details of the slaying
after his arrest and that he insisted he had not meant to kill the
third-grader but panicked as
police searched for her.

CM_LOWAY COUNTY
PRESC1-400L/WEAD START
SPRIN6 REOSTRATION

Friday, March 9
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October I sm. 2007
register You will need to bring the following with !,ou

come and

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 20061
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
Your child does not need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

If you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.
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Dow Jones hod. Avg.-12271.2 + 78.8
Air Products...,..,_.,.74.30+0.71
AT&T.Inc.,....................J5.93 + 0.50
BB&T
41.60 + 0.33
Brims & Stratton
28.47 - 0.01
Bristol Myers Squibb 27.21 + 0.09
64.64 0.41
Caterpillar
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Pictured is Dennis Jackson, keynote speaker, with the MHS Step Team members, and
Andrea Bledsoe
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House Plant Sale Saturday

Gentry House moves office

The Gentry House. homeless shelter office, has moved to
Broad St.. Murray. It is located in the same building as
the Merryman House. The new phone number is 761-6802.

629

Glory Bound will be Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry. will be Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be Brotherly Love and The Erwin's. There is no
admission charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

CCHS Volleyball Team has event
Calloway County High School Volleyball Team is having a
rebate day today and evening at Sirloin Stockade. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Lodge 592 to meet tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight at 6
at Ryan's Family Steak House.

Relay for Life team plans promotion
Relay for Life Teams of McKinney Insurance Services will
have a rebate day for lunch or dinner at Mugsy's Hideut, 410
Main St.. Murray. today from I I a.m. to 8 p.m. Customers
are asked to request that your receipts be marked for the ACSMTh.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shhners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Concert Choir concert tonight
Murray State University Concert Choir will feature the
Almquist Award winning choral compositions at the concert tonight
at 8 at Lovett auditorium with Dr. Bradley Almquist as conductor.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Kentucky's
Public Ivy University

'
Li''

•

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St, John's Episcopal C'hurch. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

First United Methodist Church will have a blood drive on
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the church gym. This will
he for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank. For
more information call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.
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Calloway County High School 2007 Project Graduation Committee will have a rebate promotion today from 5 p.m. to
close at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier
they are there for the committee.
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Horses. Inc., therauptic horseback riding for special needs
of children and adults, will have a dedication ceremony on
Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. The place is located on Wadesboro Road. 1.2 miles off US 641 North at Dexter. Featured
also will be free crafts, face painting and free picture with
horse, and free refreshments. For more information call 437-

Project Graduation plans promotion

has helot- ot S1.I.

re,,

Horses, Inc. will have dedication

Murray State University Horticulture House Plant Sale will
be Saturday from 8 a.m, to noon at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse Complex. located on the corner of Locust and Hickory.
A huge variety of houseplants will be available. For more
Information contact Kris-Ann Kaiser at 767-0467 or KrisAnn.Kaiser(a)murraystate.edu.

MURRAY STATE UN lk ERS1 I
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Murray Middle School Tiger Cubs in
Night
Action Group will sponsor a Parents'
the
Out Friday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
enrolled
children
(K-5)
of
school. Parents
District
in the Murray Independent School
opporthis
of
advantage
take
to
are invited
tunity for an evening out.
Sponsored by the Tiger Paws Helping
red Cross, the event is a fundraiser to help
support the current Red Cross Heroes campaign. The registration fee ($10 early and
lo's
the
$15 at the door) will be placed in
Datebook Tiger Paws Helping Red Cross project.
By Jo Burkeen
Featured will be numerous activities and
Community
light snacks for all children.
Editor
Assisting will be members of the Sigma
along with numerous adult chapersorority,
Sigma Sigma
Amanones from MMS. Sponsors of the Tiger group are
informore
For
teachers.
MMS
Miller,
Laura
and
da Tipton
MMS.
mation call Carol Chapman at

Spring registration Friday

111.1lk

:00 r'

III

MMS Tiger Cubs in Action
Group plans Friday event

http://ceao.murraystate.edu

1.“11•1

Equal education and employment opportunitles M/F/D, AA employer

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thumday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next tic St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.
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Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library. All interested writers
are invited.
Charlie York. director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as
follows:

Temper Temper
By Wilma J. Sanders
Most of us have temper
Gives us trouble now and
then
What does the Bible Say?
Be angry without sin
Many times I've spoken
words
I wish I hadn't said
But they can't be tiiitsen
back
And put back in my head
They are out and not
pretty
Ugly words best not said
I need to guard my
tongue
If I want to get ahead
Especially with my Savior
Who hears all and is
grieved
His forgiveness I must
ask for
His forgiveness I received.
Wakeful Nights
By Dorothy Locke Inman
I go to bed,
then I arise.
I can't sleep.
It's no surprise.
I'll lie awake.
sleeps eludes me.
I tumble and toss,
it is my loss.
I'll just write
this little line.
Go back to bed,
It's almost time
for the alarm

to make a sound
loud enough and
up I'll bound.
My eyelids droop,
I'm tired and weak.
When I've had
only a little sleep.

My Ws
By LaShell Jones
My life can be boring.
My life can be like a
rock star's life.
But I love my life
and the way your heart
leads you
is the way to your dream.
Deceitful March
By Charlie York
March will court you
With a gleam in her eye.
With warm weather
And a clear blue sky.
Then she can reverse
With a stormy sky.
Make you shutter
And want to cry:
She can bring flowers
To cheer your heart.
Like an obedient and
Loyal sweetheart.
Then like a flash
From this depart.
Upsetting the beautiful
apple cart:
She will come in gentle
As a little lamb.
And smooth you over
With butter and jam.
Then all of a sudden
BAM1!
She has you back
In winter's jam.

the 'lake set up"
Tbe porch light
vas turned on.
I thought, that's
strange! Why did
he turn the porch
light on?
When we got to the
place where the
party was, none of
the family's cars
were hidden!
Some family came
after we got there!
No one said Surprise!
When we walked in,
because "Big Mouth
Sister" told him about
his surprise party.
The surprise ended
being on me! Because,
I did not know he
knew about his party!

The Dancing Tracer
By Danyelle Clark
The dancing tracer
Goes up and down
Round and round
Side to side
It clicks, points
and even writes
If you haven't
Guessed by now
Your computer is where
The dancing tracer
Can be found.

Photo provided
COOKIE BOOTH SALE: Pictured are first-grade Brownie Troop 1505. The leader of the
troop is Teresa Geurin and co-leader is Lisa Mitchuson. This is their very first year to be able
to sell cookies. The girls sold more than 50 boxes The girls that participated were, from left,
Amberly Geurin, Lauren Montgomery. Alora Morefield and Ali Mitchuson

The Surprise!
By Stephanie Cunningham
The family was giving
a surprise birthday party
for their brother.
When we left for

Attention
Parents:

Sale will
n GreenHickory.
or more
or Kris-

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2007-2008 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program

on

ion Cornp.m. to
e cashier

Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before
October 1,2007 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.
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Photo provided
SPECIAL MONTH: Amanda Handegan and Hannah
Edminister are shown participating in a literacy center during
the P2 Learning Expo. During the month of February Murray
Elementary celebrated "We love our Families" month. Special
events were planned for each grade level during the month.
The events were as follows: P4 Open Response Night; P1
Reading Night; P2 Learning Expo and P3 Math Fun Night.

Winchester selected for
Who's Who of Students
Tori
Winchester.
eighth
an
at
grader
Calloway
County
Middle
School. has
been selected as one of
2 0 0 7 's Winchester
Who's Who
of American Middle School Students.
Winchester is a straight A
student at CCMS and is a
member of FCA. STLP. and

Beta Club. She is also a member of the Calloway County
High School JV tennis team
and the Laker Steppers. She
is active in her church youth
group and as an eighth-year
Girl Scout in her Cadette troop.
She has been a member of the
CCMS basketball team, the
CCMS softball team, UK('
gymnastics, AWANAS,4H, rec
league softball, and Little Lad),
Lakers.
She is the daughter of Laura
Lee Winchester and the granddaughter of Harold Fones, both
of Murray.

Thursday,March 15,2007
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

73ir/6 _71nnouncerrien/
Jaelyn
Garrett
Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Foster Jr. of Frankfort are the parents of a son. Jaclyn Garrett
Foster, born on Wednesday, Feb.
-28, 2007. at 7 p.m. at Frankfort Medical Center. Frankfort.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
14 ounces and measured 19.5
inches. The mother is the former Erin Gordon.
• Grandparents are Sonya Foster of Murray, Darrell Foster
of Nashville, Tenn., and Debbie and Jeffrey Gordon of Benton. An uncle is Andre Foster.

Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth cerrfra ate cannot be accepted

An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to date Kentucky Physical
(Physicals dated prior to February 1,2007 cannot be accepted'

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmoiogist will be required by Jan.1,2008

WWW.CALLOWAY.K12.KY.US
Jaelyn Garrett Foster
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Ga. winner gets half of $390M jackpot

Photo provided
Pictured from left are the MHS 2007 State Chess Champions Chess Volp, Blake McCuiston,
,tptain Nick Burnett and Patrick Hughes with coach Doug Crafton.

DALTON, Ga. (AP) — A ience store in Dalton near a cartruck driver from north Georgia pet mill run by his employer,
claimed half of the record $390 Mohawk Industries. The other
million Mega Millions jackpot, winning ticket was sold at a
the richest lottery prize in U.S. liquor store in New Jersey, and
history.
the holder did not immediately
Ed Nabors, 52, of Rocky come forward.
Face, Ga., about 90 miles north
"I'm going to do a lot of fishof Atlanta, was the first person ing," Nabors said when asked
to step forward and claim part of what he planned to do with the
the jackpot from Tuesday money. He also said he plans to
night's drawing.
buy a house for his daughter,
"I'm still numb," Nabors said who has wanted to move out of
in a deep Southern drawl, after her mobile home for a long time.
describing that he didn't learn
When asked if he'll keep
that he had won until 9 a.m. working, Nabors said: "At least
Wednesday — about 10 hours two more days."
after
the
numbers
were
Nabors' mother. Doris, said
announced — when his co- her whole family was in shock.
workers told them that someone "We just can't believe it. ... He
bought the winning ticket in was shaking so hard they sent
Dalton.
him home from work," she said
He elected to take his win- from the door of the rural home
nings in a lump sum instead of she shares with her son. At the
annual installments, and will get house, an American flag was
$116.5 million before taxes, or flying above a patch of dafmore than $80 million after.
fodils, and a small camper and
Nabors bought his ticket fishing boat were parked outTuesday morning at a conven- side.

Neighbor
Richard
Shanken
described
Nabors as a
quiet man who
stays to himself, but didn't
make it a secret
he likes to
camp and fish.
Nabors
Within
announced
hours after it was
early Wednesday that the ticket
was sold at the Favorite Market
gas station in Dalton, the store'r
parking lot was packed wia
news camera crews seeking
interviews with store employees.
Nabors said he was a regular
of the store, usually getting a
cup of coffee there at least once
a week. -That's what I was
doing that day," Nabors said.
Assistant store manager.
Rachel Gentry said that about 90'
percent of the store's customers
are regulars.
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sel.es to continue to study and
prepare...
(-ration said throughout the
last 20 years Murray has won
(en state championships in various divisions that include
Murray ElefilCIllar) and Murray
Middle schools. -Hie future of
the program looks .ery positive,- he said
- 1 he Murray
Middle School learn. made up
of mostly eighth graders, finished in a three 1*..1 tie tor second place and recei.ed a fourth
place trophy in the middle
II Ills
school division
Chinon said when toinhining
Murray Middle School C'hess
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MtCuiston may .ery well •Fecon members are Steven
Arnold. Jordan Smith. Daniel
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oriships 111.111 Jili )ther inth.id- Hughes, lake Zimmerer. Conner
ual "I wall!. ...in.( explain our Nit. Kenna and Liam Parker.
stittess.' he said ''Many ot 'Fanner Foster, Kevin Wann, Ben
these other st hools ha.e profes- Thome. Dillon Balthrop, Alex
sional chess players and instrucThome. Ashtin Melcirgitey,
tors as their coach and inittyucHammonds,
Joey
ILl
Ehals certainly not the Austin
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NEW YORK (AP) — Captain America has
undertaken his last mission — at least for
now.
The venerable superhero is killed in
the issue of his namesake comic that hit
stands Wednesday, the New York Daily
News reported. On the new edition's
pages, a sniper shoots down the shieldwielding hero as he leaves a courthouse.
It ends a long run for the
stars-and-stripes-wefVng character, created in 1941. Over the
years, some 210 million copies
of Captain America comic
books, published by New
York-based
Marvel
Entertainment Inc., have
been sold in 75 countries.
But resurrections
are not unknown in
the world of comics,
and
Marvel
Entertainment
Editor-in Joe
Chief
%Math said a
Cliptain ifitterica
comeback
wasn't
impossible.
Still, the character's

death came as a blow to co-creator Joe Simon.
"We really need him now,- said Simon,9
who worked with artist Jack Kirby to devise
Captain America as a foe for Adolf Hitler.
The superhero was spawned when
a scrawny arts student named
Steve Rogers, ineligible for the
army because of his poor
health but eager to serve his
country. agreed to a
"Super
Soldier
Serum" injection.
The substance
made him a
paragon
of
physical perfection, armed
only with his
shield,
his
strength, his
smarts and a
command
of
martial arts.
In the comicbook universe, death
is not always final. But even if
Captain America turns out to
have met his end in print, he
may not disappear entirely:
Marvel is developing a
Captain America movie.
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MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Calloway County senior guard Eric Berberich
looks for room to pass against Cardinal defender
Tony Hockett in the second half of Wednesday
night's play. Berberich finished with 13 points.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Calloway County head coach Terry Birdsong is no
stranger to the First Region Tournament. His Laker
tcarns have made six straight appearances in the postseason event since
2001.
s
So .s.'tf:r
say, fli"E'Refear
Calloway head coach
BOYS
knows a thing or two
Wednesday
about a successful
lloway Co 51, Mayfield 46
Pad Tilghman 82. Futton City 49
postseason run.
Today
"You've got to get
Marshall Co vs Heath, 6 p.m
some breaks, and you
Caton Co vs Si. Mary. 7:45 pm
Monday
have to overcome
Cd.:away CO vs Pad Tilghman 6
breaks,"
some
pm
Birdsong said.
Ma,shall Co Meath winner vs
Futiton Co/Si Mary winner. 7 45
Check. And check.
qm
Lakers over'The
Tuesday
qhampionship game, 7pm
came a fourth-quarter
meltdown with just
,:riough „nixie to advance to Monday's semifinal
round Atii a 51-46 victory over Mayfield in the first
!ound of the tournament on Wednesday night at the

1st Region
Tournament

IN See CCHS, 2B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Landon Lockhart goes up for a shot against Mayfield's Jordan Elliott (40) in the first half of
Wednesday's first-round game of the First Region Tournament at the RSEC. Lockhart finished
with 10 points as Calloway defeated Mayfield 51-46. The Lakers will play Paducah Tilghman
on Monday night in the semifinals.

ATLANTA (AP) — Kentucky has won
more Southeastern Conference titles than all
the other schools combined. LSU made it to
the Final Four a year ago. Alabama spent a
good chunk of the season ranked in the Top 10.
So, why were these teams practicing at the
Georgia Dome on Wednesday. getting ready to
play in the opening round of the league tournament?
It's been that kind of year in the SEC,
where the balance of power shifted from
month to month, week to week, day to day.
When everything settled, defending national champion Florida was about the only team
that followed the script. The Gators won the
conference in a runaway and have a first-round
bye in the tournament.
But no one could have forecast the other
three teams that earned an extra day of rest:
Vanderbilt, Mississippi and
Mississippi State.
"Certainly, you don't
want to be playing on the
first day," said embattled
Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith, whose team will be
trying to win its 26th tournament title.
LSU certainly didn't
expect to go from Final
Four to last in the SEC
Smith
West. But the Tigers managed only five wins in the conference.
"I'm not one to throw out cream puffs and
say everything is Pollyanna and everything's
Christmas, because it's not," coach John
Brady said."We know that unmet expectations
is a terrible place to be. I take responsibility for
that, and our team does to a degree. We've got
a chance here to maybe get something back.
That's how we're approaching this thing."
Alabama got as high as No. 4 in The
Associated Press rankings early in the season,
but the Crimson Tide were plagued by injuries
and struggled to a losing record in the SEC.
Even with 20 wins overall, this team needs at
least one and probably two victories in the
tournament just to be considered for an NCAA
bid.
It won't be easy with point guard Ronald
Steele (knee) ailing and center Jermareo
Davidson hampered by a sore back. "It's a new
season," coach Mark Gottfried said.
It starts Thursday with four games:
Alabama (20-10, 7-9) vs. Kentucky (20-10, 97); South Carolina (14-15, 4-12) vs. Arkansas
(18-12, 7-9); Georgia (17-12, 8-8) vs. Auburn
(17-14,7-9); and LSU (16-14, 5-11) vs. No. 22
Tennessee (22-9, 10-6).

MURRAY STATE 9, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 8

'Breds' two-run rally tops SIU
Staff Report
Tyler Owen's two-run double
down the left-field line in the bottom
of the ninth inning lifted the Murray
State Thoroughbreds to a dramatic 98 triumph over regional rival
Southern Illinois on Wednesday at
Reagan Field.
'the MSU third baseman led the
way for his team at the plate. going
2-.10r-3 with three runs batted in. as
die 'Breds won for just the second
iitne in 11 tries this season.
• Murray State (2-9) got on the
hoard first on a solo home run by
1.1,1er Pittman in the bottom of the
t irst inning.
Southern Illinois 19-5) put up
tree runs on three hits in the top of
tile sixth to take a 3-1 lead, but the
'Breds rallied to tie the game with
two runs in the bottom half of the
Itume.
Owen again plated a run with an
RBI single. and shortstop Justin
Thum later laced a ground-rule dou.

ble down the right-field line to even
the score.
Murray fell behind 5-3 after giving up a pair of runs in the seventh
inning, but a big eighth inning
helped the 'Breds vault in front
again.
Four MSU runs crossed the plate
in the eighth on four hits. Yount got
the scoring started with an infield
single that plated one run. Then, senior right fielder Jamie Leidolf
smashed a run-scoring single to left
to tie the game at 5-5. Freshman left
fielder Chad Allen followed with a
two-run single to right to put Murray
ahead 7-5 entering the ninth inning.
The Salukis, however, threatened
to steal the game by scoring three
times on three hits in the top of the
ninth. But the • Breds saved the most
drama for the final frame.
Yount finished 2-for-4 with a pair
of RBIs and a run scored, while first
baseman James Akin went 2-for-4
with three runs scored. MSU hitters

struck out six times at the plate while
drawing nine walks in a 10-hit performance.
Mike
right-hander
Junior
Perconte (1-2> got the win in relief
for Murray State, allowing three runs
on three hits while striking out one in
one inning of work.
First baseman Adam Hills paced
the Southern Illinois hitting attack by
going 4-for-.5 at the plate with two
runs scored and an RBI. Designated
hitter Mark Kelly was 3-for-5 with
two doubles, two runs scored and
three RBIs.
Tyler Choate (1-1)took the pitching loss for SILL surrendering two
runs on two hits while walking one
in one-third of an inning.
The 'Breds will close out a fivegame homestand this weekend,
when they host South Dakota State.
The two teams will play a single
game on Friday at 2 p.m.. before
playing a doubleheader on Saturday,
beginning at noon.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State sophomore pitcher Anthony Stacy winds and deals to Southern
Illinois hitter Tyler Choate in the fifth inning of Wednesday's game at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds rallied for two runs in the ninth inning to defeat the Salukis 9-8.

LOUISVILLE BASKFTB kl I

Cardinals not worried about dismal streak at MSG
LOUISVILLE.
Ky. (AP) — Rick
Pitino has won plenty of games at
Square
Madison
The
Garden.
coach
Louisville
York
New
and
estimates
native
he's walked the
sidelines at the selfPitino
dubbed
•
"world's
Most famous sports arena" over 250
tiities during stops at Providence,

Kentucky and the NBA., New York
Knicks.
"It's special." said Pitino.
Maybe, but the Garden has hardly
been inviting to Pitino and the
Cardinals since Louisville joined the
Big East last year.
Louisville has dropped all four
games its played at the arena over the
past two seasons, including a 72-65 loss
to Arizona back in December in the
Jimmy V Classic.
"It's time for a change." Pitino said.
And as the 12th-ranked Cardinals

will gladly point out heading into this through it very well.'
Though the Cardinals say they 're
week's Big East tournament, they
aren't the same team who stumbled hardly the favorite — to a man they all
through the Big Apple three months think No. 9 Georgetown is the team to
ago. LAwisville (22-8, 12-4 Big East) beat — they believe they have what it
has won six straight games heading into takes to stick around for more than one
Thursday night's quarterfinal matchup night.
"Yeah we've struggled there, but I
against West Virginia, who beat
Providence 92-79 in the opening round think we're going to turn it around,"
said guard Brandon Jenkins. "We've
of the tournament on Wednesday.
developed chemistry and we've proved
a
we're
group.
close-knit
"We're a
confident group," Pitino said. "We've we can go on the road and play well."
Louisville won six road games in the
battled injuries. We've battled adversity
all season, major adversity and come Big East this season, five more than

they won all of last year. The Cardinals
beat Pittsburgh and Marquette back-toback last month, propelling Louisville
into the Top 25 for the first time in over
a year. And rather than relax after all
but securing an NCAA Tournament
berth, the Cardinals kept it going down
the stretch, winning at Connecticut
before finishing up with a win over
Seton Hall.
It's a focus Pitino attributes to a little motivational technique he picked up
after figuring out what it takes to get his
young team's ire up.
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MYST COMPETES: Fifteen members of the Murray Youth Swim Team participated in the
Kentucky Swimming regional championships in Owensboro March 2-5. MYST placed
eighth out of 15 teams overall, with all swimmers showing a mari(ed decrease in times
Four MYST members- Lauren Erickson, Jesus Siquenos. Thomas Canning, and Daniel
McGee - have qualified for the Kentucky statewide championships, which will be held
in Lexington March 16-18 Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Emily
Brewer, Trent Lyons. Nick Snodgrass. Rick Lowman Daniel McGee. Etta Danielson,
Andrew Anderson, Thomas Canning, (back row) Coach John Wand, Shae McKinney,
Elizabeth Brewer. Jesus Siquenos. Josh Hill. Robbie Canning Collin Ashton, Lauren
Erickson and Coach Rick McGee.
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•Sign-ups for youth baseball and softball for the Murray Youth
Sports Association are scheduled to continue every day this week at the
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department office on Payne Street. The
final day for registration is this Fnday The registration fee is $55 pet
player. with a discount for multiple-player families
Tee-ball play for boys and girls begins at age 4 and up, while kidpitch baseball is open to players through age 15 Softball us open to girls
up to 14-years-old
For more information on YSA sign-ups, cantact the Parks office at
762-0325, or YSA president Alan Lollar at 809-6858

MICHAEL DANN; Ledger & Time,
Wes Perry goes to the hole past Mayfield's Tony Hockett in the first half WedneSay night. Perry
had just two points in the first round of regional tournament play

)
(Any Addonal Parts & Labor At Additional Coots.

Murray Home & Auto

•The Calloway County High School baseball program will hold its
annual "Meet the Lakers'l event on Saturday at the school. The event is
scheduled to begin with the annual alumni game at 11 a.m. Lunch mil
be available. and 2007 Laker baseball items will be on sale. All former
CCHS baseball players are invited to attend and play in the alumni
game. An intrasguad game will follow at 1 p m

From Page 1B
Regional Spo.hil Uncut, Center.
With the win. Calloway will
play Paducah Tilghman on
Monday at 7 45 p ill
The Cardinals. winners 01 11
of their last 14 games entering
last
night's
play.
played
Calloway nip and tuck throughout most ol the- game, trailing hiy
as many as 11 points in the second halt. betOre_tying the game
at 44-all with 2:441 to play in the
final quarter.
Calloway, which only managed one held goal in the
eight minutes
a Wes Adams
hoop and a foul at the 6:04 mark
settled for 14 free throw iii
the lourth quarter. finishing I I
tor-14 at the line in the pereid
and I s-ot -21 for the game
tel Shelion's hut.ket tied
the 1-,ainc. Adams, who had a
for
game -high
points
17
Calloway County 1 22ni, made
the sc.ond of two tree throw, to
gi‘e the (Akers a one-point lead
35-4-1
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LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Ott & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Firing

11th Region Tournament
Lex. Bryan Station 65. Western Hills 50
Lexington Catholic 63, Model 37
12th Region Tournament
Lincoln Co 70 Pulaski Co 49
West Jessamine 45, Wayne Co 43
13th Region Tournament
Bell Co. 96, Red Bird 61
Cochin 55. Pineville 50
14th Region Tournament
Hazard 85. Wotte Co 34
Knott Co Central 74. Owsley Co 49
15th Region Tournament
Pikeville 59. Magofftn Cu 51
16th Region Tournament
Ashland Blazer 73, Lewis Co 43
East Caner 44. Rowan Co 35
GIRLS
3rd Region Tournament
Muitlenberj N 54, 0 boro Catholic 43
Owensooro bh Meade Co 51
6th Region Tournament
Lou Butter 56 t_ctr POP 37
Lou lard-ale 64 Lou Central 40
Lou Iroquois 60 Bullitt East 47
Lou Presentation 48. Holy Cross 41
15th Region Tournament
Belfry 75 Betsy Layne 51

•Lakers

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Chock Finng
Cork e. Adjust Carburetor
( hock Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Chock Air Filter

Wednesday's Scores
BOYS
lat Region Tournament
Calloway Co 51 Mayfield 46
Paduc.ah Tilghman 82 Fulton City 49
2nd Region Tournament
Caldwell Co 68, Crittenden Co 41
Henderson Co 57 Hoplonsville 53
4th Region Tournament
Russet Co 55 Allen Co -Scottsville 48
Warren Central 88 Russellville 71
5th Region Tournament
John Hardin 48 Bethlehem 42
Taylor Co 72 Hart Co 65
7th Region Tournament
Lou Ballard 94 DuPont Manual 69
Lou Eastern 59 Lou Fern Creek 50
Lou Jetfersontown 50, Lou Trinity 38
Lou Male 65, Lou Moore 55
8th Region Tournament
Anderson Co 52 Henry Co 51
Walton- Verona 58, Oldham Co 53
9th Region Tournament
Holmes 59 Newport Catholic 44
Si Henry 68. Lloyd Memonal 59
10th Region Tournament
Bishop Brossarl 58. Deming 34
Mason, C.0 71, Montgomery Co 54

Sosa hits second HR for Rangers Sportariefs
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270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

.4way trout 16- and 12-point performances from Ma‘field's talented
tandem
of
Jereni%
Rodgers and Hoc ken. respectisely Although that came as a
surprise to Birdsong. who
thought Hot:keit'. total was
somewhere around 31).
lifter going 4-4)1-8 trom the
floor in the first halt. Rodgers
finished 3-ol-11 in the second
Calloway was able to maintain
its stranglehold on the glass,
outrehounding the Cardinals .11,,
That's
where
filth-year
Mayfield coach Chits tiuhy tell
his team lost the battle with a
higger. stronger Calloway hallclub.
"I felt like their size was a big
factor in the first half. I think the
rehounch were pretty inpvidrd."
Guhy said of the 16-7 first-half
rebounding numbers. "Their
size and their strength was lust a
huge difference."
Lockhart, who received a lot
of praise from Birdsong following the game, added that one of
the three keys to the contest was
limiting Mayfield's secondchance opportunities on the
glass while creating more for
themselves on the offensive end
of the floor.
"We wanted to establish an
inside game tonight. It's really'
ikk

something we need to do the
whole tournament.- Lockhart
said. 'Ake really wanted to use
rair height to our advantage.Fhe other,tv.0 keys were gel
ling hack on transition II
defense and hitting tree throyy
15-o1-2
The
Laker, hit
attempts at the charity stripe
while Mayfield settled for
III -7 ellort
-Landon has played a lot ol
ditterent roles tor us this year.
Birdsong said. -But I was glar1
to see him make those two hir
tree throws [(might was In,
night lie played a great game
NOTES: 1114 isuing Is now
6 against Mrs field, while Gull -is 2 6 against the Laker,
WednestLo night was the four
all-time meeting between th ,
Lakers and Cardinals in th,
regional tournament. They met
in the first round in 1970. with
Mayfield winning 711-43 hehind
Jerry Sanders' 19 points. In
2003. the two teams squared oft
in the regional final. and
Calloway won 56-51. Mitchell
!McClure capped an MVP effort
with 22 points in that contest
in 2004. Calloway
escaped with a 3$-33 •
ftn'ti
win behind Chase Futrell's 11
points
. Wednesday's game
marked
Calloway's . sixth
straight regional tournament
Marshall
appearance. Only
County has more with 16 con
secutive trips. The Marshals last
missed the tournament in 1991.
Entering Wednesday night
play, Calloway had the best
record 16-21 against the tournament field. This year marks the
ninth time the First Region
Tournament has been held at the
RSEC. The event was moved
from Racer Arena in 1999.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
www.murrayIedger.com

MCMA presents David Johnson
Chorus in concert at Lovett
music with students at Dresden
Enjoy music from Rogers and
High School more than 25 years
Hammerstein, Andrew Lloyd
ago. He later became a family
Weber, Beethoven and The Beach
counselor, and maintains a counBoys and more in a concert of
seling practice today while con"chorus favorites" with the David
tinuing to lead his former stuJohnson Chorus Friday at 7:30
dents and new chorus members
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on
in this choir that travels nationthe campus of Murray State Unially, singing in performing arts
versity. Concert tickets are $20
centers, schools and hospitals,
at the door or by membership
including St. Jude and LeBonin the Murray Civic Music Assoheur Children's hospitals in Memciation and reciprocal organizaphis and Baddour Center in Sentions. Admission is free for stuatobia, Miss.
dents with MSU ID.
This is the final concert of
The David Johnson Chorus
the Murray Civic Music Assois an auditioned regional tourciation's 48th season. For more
ing chorus, based in Dresden,
information see MCMAweb.org
Tenn. Its members include about
or call 753-0224.
40 men and women of all ages
representing several counties in
The Association's season is
west Tennessee and western KenDavid Johnson
supported by area businesses,
tucky.
individual contributors, and The
The program for Friday night's concert,-Music Kentucky Arts Council, a state agency in the
and Memories," includes favorites from Okla- Commerce Cabinet.
homa. The Sound of Music, Beauty and the
Lovett Auditorium is handicap accessible
Beast, and Phantom of the Opera. The chorus from its west side door. Turn off 16 Street on
also performs a medley of patriotic melodies, the drive into campus between the Howton
traditional and gospel choral works as well as Agricultural Engineering Building and the offices
"Help Me Rhonda,- "Fun, Fun, Fun- and "I of the jrio Programs, then turn left and drive
Get Around."
to the south end of the parking lot, to get to
The choir's namesake. David Johnson of the Lovett entrance.
McKenzie, Tenn., shared his passion for choral
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Karen Balzer, JPDC director, works with Genese Reei's students for upcoming performance.

Murray Elementary P4 students will
participate in 'Sleeping Beauty'
The P4 Murray Elementary School students
will be featured in a special dance composition entitled, "Rainbow Celebration," at Lovett
Auditorium on March 16. This piece will be
included as a part of a Jackson Purchase Dance
Company (JPDC) concert of dances bringing
"literature alive" during the group's Sleeping
Beauty Performance.
Kim Black, the MES music teacher, received
a funding grant from Ronald McDonald House
Charities and VSA Arts of Kentucky to enable
MES third grade student to work with Karen
Balzer, the JPDC artistic director. MES third
grade students of Kandi Dawson, Genese Reid,
Courtney Vanover are attending a five-week
workshop with Balzer. The students are practicing dance steps for their upcoming regional
school dance assembly program. "Previously,
other MES students were able to participate in
the Nutcracker and we are excited to prepare
for another special perfonnance so that all of
our third grade students benefit from this wonderful opportunity," Black said.
Black, who indicated this is the third year
the school has received this funding, said this
grant provides the opportunity for all MES
third grade students to experience and learn
dance in an inclusive setting. "They will be
able to share their skill with the entire school
and community," she said. "We are fortunate
that Karen is so ,close to use and is willing
to come share her creative dance expertise with
our students."
Recognized by the Kentucky Department of
Education, this JPDC dance activity affords
students in the Jackson Purchase educational
experiences in dance, while also providing outreach activities to these area schools. "The
workshops are all targeted to the arts and
humanities core content." said Balzer.

Calloway County Middle School, Livingston
Central High School and Farmington Elementary schools also received funding for their
students who will also perform. "The grant
also enables all students from these respective
districts to attend the performance free of charge."
said Balzer.
Black said dance in the school allows students to experience art, self-expression. and
creativity all at once. Every student in our
school is learning about environmental awareness through music, dance, drama, and visual
art. -This opportunity will also reinforce a part
of the Kentucky Program of Studies that is
sometimes difficult to address," she said. "P4
Students will also create basic dance compositions to be performed at our school-wide
Earthday Celebration in March, while a form
of a musical revue series will be shared with
the public on March 16 during our Spring Swing."
The JPDC is a non-profit regional touring
dance company funded in part by the Kentucky Department of Education, McDonald's
House Charities, and the Murray Tourism Commission. This regional assembly dance program
is in partnership with the West Kentucky Education Cooperative. JPDC provides opportunities in dance as part of the Kentucky Core
Content Guidelines for Arts and Humanities.
Black said it is important to generate a positive thrust in this direction. "Studies show that
children who participate in. the arts for at lease
three hours on three days each week through
at least one full year are four times more likely to be recognized for academic achievement,"
she said. "It is important for us to foster this
creativity at a young age. Since we are preparing our students to achieve to the best of their
abilities in their future, we are committed to
provide experiences in the arts."

Class to feature music row guests
MSU's Center for Continuing Education is currently taking registrations for the noncredit class, "Songwriting and
the Music Business 101." The
hands-on course will explore the
basic techniques of songwriting and learn the inside of the
music business from how to
publish and market a song to
how royalties work.
The course will be taught
by professional songwriter

man, Alexandria Routen, Aliora Hobbs, Corie Beth Coplen,
Lindsey Robertson, Ashton
Saxon and Helena Jones.
Through the powers of a
magic lamp, a common street
boy Aladdin meets a colorful
Genie and is granted three
wishes. Aladdin uses one wish
to become a prince that will
win the love and affection of
Princess Jasmine. But the evil
Jalar has other plans for the
beautiful Princess and steals
the lamp. You'll enter "A Whole
New World" to find out what
happens in the love story.
The box office at the Community Performing Arts Center will be open today from
5-7 p.m. so that the public
may purchase tickets in
advance. For more information, contact Purchase Players
at 251-9035 during the above
mentioned hours. The box office
will open one hour prior to

408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Coll Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Al returns filed electronically.

- IIOML - LIFE INSURANCE
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Is Your Home Fabulous
Enough For

Murray Civic Music Association
tow.MCILAwsb.org
Murray, Ky
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'Service After Sale

Friday, March 9, 2007• 7:30 p.m.

'Full Parts Dept

Enjoy this concert at
Murray State University's historic Lovett Auditorium.
Murray, Kentucky

'Locally Owned &
Operated
-

MURRAY APPLIANCE
753-1SM,

PUBLIC
NOTICE
Without public notices in
the newspaper, you're left guessing.
Pubhc notice is your nght to
know about the issues that
directly affect your Iffe
And, you can easily find
public notices in your local
newspaper Without public
notices in the newspaper.
you're left to guess about
community
and how elected
doing
in
your
government
is
what the
officials are spending your tax dollars

The David Johnson
Chorus

Thibaut Fabric?
01 CORIME If
2.911.,_ Wt./44.4..s costar.
durirtgyMarch
400 S. 12th St. • 753-6341

Openings For New Clients

each performance for ticket
sales.
Tickets for Disney's Aladdin
Jr. are $10 for general admission. Senior citizen and student ticket price are $8 and
children ages 12 and under are
$6.

AU

Of Getting Your Songs Heard,
and Song Critiques.
The class will meet for three
consecutive Thursdays, beginning April 19, from 6-8 p.m.
on the MSU campus. The class
fee is $135. Space in the class
is limited.
For more information, or to
register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education, at 8093659 or I-800-669-7654, extension 3659.

Call
iLLLIED
j
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Disney's 'Aladdin Jr.' held over for
encore performance this weekend
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Due to
an overwhelming response from
the community, Purchase Players is pleased to announce that
Disney's Aladdin Jr. will have
a special encore performance
on Friday and Saturday at the
Community Performing Arts
Center.
With six consecutive sell
out performances, the board of
directors elected to extend the
teen musical.
Disney's Aladdin Jr. features
a host of local talent from
Mayfield and Graves County
schools. The cast includes:
Lara
Bennett.
Jonathan
LaTourelle, Matthew Bennett,
Jacob Hutson. Cheyenne Wagner. Demis Harper. Nick Golden, Quinn Klarer. Thomas Stewart. Leslie Parsons, Hannah
Vincent, Samantha Doran,
Emily Conyea. Alicia Jones.
Natalie Doran. Lee Scarbrough.
Kyler Danowski. Corey Cole-

Kenya Walker. Walker's songwriting experiences have taken
her from staff songwriter for
several major music labels to
featured performer and recording artist. Walker and her special guests will help give participants an insider's view of
songwriting and the music
industry through the following
topics: Elements of a Great
Song, Building a Song, Inspiration vs. Craft. Do's and Don'ts

$20 tickets available at the door.
For more information call 753-4446.
Partial funding ha* been prmalird Ilk the Kentualik Arts Council. a mate agem N in INCornmerce Cabmen, with kupport from the National Endowment for the Vt.

2112 P. Main Street •

•

our local newspaper fulfills an essential role in serving your right to
know. After all it shouldn't be your responsibility to know how to
look,, where to look when to look .. and even what to look for in
order to be informed about public information. It is the
government's responsibility to notify you of public information, and
your local newspaper is the most accessible place to find it.

LERER&TIMES
PUBLIC NOTICES IN NEWSPAPERS.
Where public information is accessible to the public
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Lots For See
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Nome. For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
grossing small business Potential adsancement to department supersisor t.tili,e spei.ialired software to manipulate database
tiles and process customer lobs Experience
with Databases & Spreadsheets required
Visual Basic and/or C++ programming
experience helptul Benefits included Send
resume and letter o1 application to
Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St
Suite G. Murras, KY 42071

111011011. ledger ,411,

(2701753-6111

\ct

Administrative Director for a startup unit in
Murray, KY Responsibilities include staff
supervision, program development, quality
improvement, strategic planning; financial
management. market and referral development, physician relations, regulatory compliance, survey readiness. Candidates must
have 2-5 years of supervisory expenence in a
health care setting Acute rehab experience
preferred Clinical background preferred
Bachelor's degree required(mastens preferred) Competitive compensation and
benefits Submit resume to
whillOsignethealth.corn or fax to
859-201-9774. NO phone calls. EOL.

tin,Olf

will he rralunted
tt. lohnetv.ork
Fix default
hlurrax and lih al 'oh
lixtings %Ill appear • 15

FT Billing Clerk with
coding experience and
LPN needed for medical
Send
office
resume with references
to PO Box 1040-E
Murray. KY 42071
FULL and part time
machine operators of
commercial mail proequipment
cessing
Openings for 1st and
2nd shifts Benefits
Join the
Available
Team of a growing company that was awarded
Mrd-Sized
the
BOSOMS-5 of the Year
Appty in person at
Automated Direct Mail.
12th St
'410 N
Murray, KY
IRRIGATION Installer
Transportation. references a Must 4354776
PART-TIME director for
16-voice adult choir
Send resume inquiries
to Rey
Aaron
Dowdy. 1st
UMC. Canton. Ky
42031, or e-rniso
furncoffice0mygala xyexpress corn

Adidas
For Soh

ZENITH 46" big screen
TV with huge custom
made oak entertainment center, $1,000
753-2753, 210-2910,
703-6120

Restaurant Experience Required
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"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"

We pay cash
for good used
furniture

e I Met

It- Iodine \II, ros,at,
Ith.c and ,rther business related sort

PI ,

GOOD used retngera
tors electric ranges
gas heaters, air condi
baseboard
boners,
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

MALE Y Landscapes. TEMPORARY recepis accepting applitionist needed for busy
doctor s office Medical
cations for the following
office knowledge helppositions
ful Must be high ener•tandscape Foreman
.
Landscape Laborers
gy extremely sell confiApplicants should have
dent and a great multiprior experience worktasker. since this posiing with ornamentals tion is comprised of
and hardscape conmany lobs Position
may or may not
struction A verifiable
sate driving history is
become permanent
required Apply in perSend resume to PO
Box 1040-0 Murray.
son. 512 S 4th St. (no
KY 42071
phone calls pleasel
NOW taking applications at Breakhme
&Orildtars
Billiards, 94E, apply in
person
CHILDCARE in my
REWARDING Career
home Any age. all
Opportunity
shifts. Walking disProfessional sales
tance to Murray State.
position with excellent
761-2009 978-2067
income potential for a
CLEANING houses is
selt-motrvated, hardmy business. Call
working team player
Linda H 759-9553
Excellent tnnge bone
fits Complete training
I would like to clean
provided Bong
houses I have good
resume to Fleming
references
Furniture 3060 Hwy
270-247-3535
641N . Murray. KY
42Q7_1,
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
MOM COMPUTERS
& MARINA
A+ Certified Technician
Now Hiring For The
Service. repairs
2007 Season
759.3555
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
[
11131
1Vant Guy
Boat Mechanic
Repair Shop Clerk
ANTIQUES Call Larry
Vanous part time
753-3633
positions. greet for
RetireesTrrefighters
'Buying U.S. silver
Beginning March 12
& gold coins.
Applications now being
All mint sets,
accepted.
proof sets, and
Sportsman's Anchor
other old coins.
Resort 8 Manna
US Highway 6BE
293-6999
Benton. KY 42025
4
CASH paid for
Please Car For
good used guns
Appointment
Benson Sporting
270-354-6568
Goods. 519S 12th
Murray
Inc

WANTED
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235

92 Cougar. V-8 tech.
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. tires,
loaded $2.575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue 5150
each, 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV 8 Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
America s Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19.99/mo Get your
of
HBO,
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna 8 Satellite.
759-0901
FRONT porch deck,
suitable for mobile
home. 20x8. stained
green with lattice.
good condition
5300/080. 767-0508
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions,
Plasma, LCD, DLP,
CRTs
Brands by.
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, 8 JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts
BPasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
power
JET 3 Ultra
chair Almost new' We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices
to
$2000
$4G0
(270)753-7113
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, lust over
100k copies, 3 years
old $75000
753-9240
NEW double carport,
$695 Free installation
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment
PIANO upnght.
kimball antique
sound board good
$12500 0E30
Call 753-9210
UNIVERSAL multi sta
lion weight system for
sale Best offer 753
3812 8AM-4PM

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE

753-8501

02 Kubota NIM68
68HP PTO front loader,
less than 400 hours.
John Deere 7 bush
hog, virtually new.
24' gooseneck trailer.
all metal, tandem axle
Metal building, never
built. 40x60
See at 2414 Coles
Campground Rd.
767-0899
2006 Honda 750, must
see
2006 Case IH 0-40
2006 Bush Hog
Loader
2006 Bush Hog 72"
cutter
2006 Bush Hog 72"
tiller
270-753-5959, cell
270-978-1709
CASE IH 955 air
planter 12 row-30 inch
with row cleaners, 3 pt
hitch, used one season since rebuilt, great
condition. 753-1005
day, 753-2616 nights
KUBOTA tractor
M5400 541-4P 2WD,
480 hours. 6' Woods
HD mower. Asking
$15,000.
270-436-2225
NEW Holland 310
square baler, $1000
489-2923 evenings
Norms For Sale
1995 16x80 313R 2B4
moved
be
Must
516,000. 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 60x28 ft. doublewide,(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call (270)
293-5914
3BR 2 full baths
$5,000 down 1 acre
Call Ruth* 753-1011
AWESOME 4811, 28A
Doublewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance packagel'
731-584-4925
BEAUTIFUL
38R,
2BA with fireplace,
walnut cabinets 8 black
appliancesIll Call
731-584-9430 tor an
appointment'
RENT or Rent to Own'
38R. 1 5 BA, 14'x70'
5425.00/mo + deposit
All appliances included
270-761-HOME
www.creativepropertysolvers.corn
WOW!38R, 28A with
huge great room &
wrap around porch,"
Must seem
731-584-9109
kWh Hoer Lots For Raft
$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

LARGE
SELECTION

USED APPLIANCES
WARD

ELKINS
cr Ytir*ro

(270) 753-1713
WASHER 8 dryer, pair
for $100
270-705 3555

I

NOM

Furniestrigs

DINING table and
chairs 753-7169 after
6PAil

111111alis
HAVE RENTERS
NEED HOUSES,
Call Campbell Realty
(270)759-4740
112N 12th Street,
Suite B

illawasFar Mel
1 82 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR The apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

& Times

•Mi

aelehlap

S USED
ITURE

•y cash
od used
iture

8501

i" big screen
age custom
c entertainer, $1.000
210-2910.

Dta NIM68
front loader
100 hours
ire 7' bush
fly new
neck trailer.
andem axle
lding, never
0
2414 Cobs
nd Rd

la 750 must

IH D-40
1 Hog
Hog 72"

1 Hog 72"

959. cell
709

155 air
row-30 inch
leaner% 3 pt
I one searebuilt, great
753-1005
'616 nights

rector
HP 2WD,
. 6' Woods
Asking

1225

attend 310
tler, $1.000
evenings

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

PUBLIC AUCTION

MULTI FAMILY GARAGE SALE
INSIDE-HEATED

Saturday, March 10, 2007•10 a.m.

160 Songbird Lane
(Take 641 N. to Coles Campground
Rd., then 2.4 miles to Songbtrd, on left)
Saturday, March 10
700 AM

At the Dan Miller Auctioo Barn, Lynn Grove, KY
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, KY,
turn south onto 1836, follow to auction. From Murray, KY take 94
West to Lynn Grove,tarn onto Hwy.893 Browns Grove Rd.,follow to
auction. See auction signs.
ANTIQUES - ANTIQUES
\fetal ranch truck - Coca Cola metal truck - Toy Land Oil Co. - livestock
trucking - old small metal tractor - wood play cool wagon - straight chairs
fine old oak ice box- oval glass door china cabinet - (2) oak 3 drawer
chest with wig box - Prinutrve small desk with let down top - Primitive
leather vise -(2)old treadle sewing machine - one with box top - nice old
Flooser cabinet - nice old walnut corner cupboard - nice old oak glass door
pie safe - oak dresser - old rope bed - other old bed, 2 roll top foot boards
nice drop leaf Duncan Phyfe table with rose back chairs - (2) other nice
wood dining tables, one with buffet - odd chest - nice bookshelf - Rice
Duncan Phyfe step lamp tables - oak coffee table & lamp tables - nice
curio cabinet lightod & mirrored back - old wood 3 piece bedroom suite
Cannonball post - (2) nice odd beds - nice table lamp - old small bedside
tables - nice wood breakfast set - odd dining chairs - knee hole desk - elecuic sewing machine - micniwase - metal cabinets - 3 recliners - large lot
of nice old pictures in frames - Ray Harm C•ardinal & others - some smalls
- Depression glass - old glass & china - pots & pans - nice hi wheel
Froybilt lawn flower, walk behind.
This will be an all day auction. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TEAR' D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

SATURDAY. MIARL'Il 10. 2007 - 10:00 A NI
BUCIIANAN.IN — 65 Swor Still Rd.
From Paris. "IN take Hwy. 79 N 12 miles to Hwy.
140. turn kit, go approximately 3 miles to Swor
Still Rd. Auction on the left.
,tielhng Real Estate, car, and personal property for the
,Nora t. ,4bernathy Estate
i I. or detailsipictures sisit our website:
is% w.dougta y lorauction.canti
RLAL ESTAIL: Selling 12x65 Single wide
mobile home and 43 wooded acres. Lots of
deer, turkey — Great tor hunting - only 5
miles to KY Lake. 12 miles from Paris. TN.
Terms and Conditions: Ill'i down day of auction, balance within 10 days with passing of
deed.
1974 Porsche 1 ype 911 « table w/4 chairs •
Kenmore washer & dryer • glass tront book case •
old Croslev floor model iacho + old Sessions wall
clock + IBM computer system • fax machine +
Cannon NP1020 copier 4 ofd wooden trunk + old
cedar chest • old camel back Hunk • pi4ArOtWe'
microwave • Eureka vac uum r Corningware'•'dog
& cat tigunnes + patch collection + Jewelry box and
jewelry + 5 lade pieces oser 100 ).ears old .
Waltham gold pocket watch « turquoise Jewelry •
1942 Tracing Book by Whitman l'ublishing Co •
1942 First Day in School book by John C Winston
Co + 1941 Little Orphan Annie hook • box of chit
dren's handkerchief,•old Double Nine Domino Set
by Halsan • old Dragon Checkers by Halsan • 171
old doll,• Play Time glass dish set + old miniature
lamps r old nuniature Mason Ball jars + old quilts •
linen, + pet cages & carrier, • new wheel barrow,
yard tools, shop cos and mush more
Lunch Available Not Responsible For Accidents
I 1,RSAS & (.(054151110SS ( ornyletr ,ettlefrent de, q ......
Reyalr in(ASH(ASHIER s 1 HICK of PERS(.^. Al CHE.C15
..
ulth CURRENT BANK LETTER(*( REDIT forrantering rv,!
mini made to Doug fayee Aoolon tiet. 1,c ...mooed ho 0.1 per
....., oe personals kno.nM the amtlonorrparo

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Richard Shankle. Administrator at
(731)782-3610 or

.
4(1"ilien Serw;
c
4)049. ialge
....le
IIA X nommen- A Neal F stair broker
Nal %gam I ant • Pan tar I N 15251 • leirphone •'311247- l'114
I Wet In lor tolioneet'Realtor in. I In #2111.7 In. Iii. eitrYir
hew 817/12
lerior Wad, 4.Gt., Ire Better'.

full baths.
wen. 1 acre
a 753-1011

E 4BR, 213A
le with island
n & deluxe
packagell
.926
3BR,
UL
h fireplace.
xnets & black
sIllCall
4.30 tor an
Rent to Own'
BA, 14x70
deposit
inces includ-IONE
Itivepropertyen
BR, 2BA with
tat room &
-und porchill
1109
re Lek Fer Ru
nonth Newe
ty 492-8488

Saturday, March 10 • 10AM
Location: Highway 70, Cedar Grove. TN
(Simmons Auto Repair Building)
Directions: From 1-40 take Exit 87 Take
Highway 70 East for approximately 20
miles to Sale on Left.

Selling for Galen Clark

GOOD COINS,
ANTIQUES,
GUNS Se KNIVES

eft For Swit
opts No pets
nessage
1970
w apts. near
Murray
at 820Orno

One and two bedroom apartments available.
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1BR 1 BA 1 -1/2 blocks
rom MSU $195 plus
pets.
No
deposit.
References required.
759-0632 after 5.
1BR apt. for rent, partially furnished, partial
utilities paid. $300 per
month + deposit. 7520456
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
113R, low utilities,
Reference required, no
pets, $245/mo.
753-3949
28R apartments availlocation. 1
year lease,' 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. 1302-A
$400
Valleywood.
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
'or qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
For Rant
2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258
3BR 1BA, 1626 Miller,
all appliances/newly
remodeled, $750/mo.
270-293-4602,
270-435-4602
3BR 2BA, very nice,
available immediately.
48 Camelot Drrve. No
pets. $750 + deposit
270-293-4602,
270-435-4602
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,765 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. 5021
38R only $341 month,
5% down, 20 years at
8% APR. For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
5891
38R, 1 bath, $550/mo
+ deposit. 978-0742
TWO bedroom 1 bath,
stove & refrigerator
furnished, washer &
dryer hook up. 919 N.
16th St. $385.00.
753-6855 293-0403

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Sectior.
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

NOW OPEN:
114H;CESS
Hwy. 121N

across from
National Guard Aluany
27'0-759-9535

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 721) S 4th Si,

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
; *Safe .& clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd

1111"El°
[
COMMERCIAL build'
rig for sale Large lot,
great location. High
traffic on 641 Highway
in Puryear 4,000 sq.ft
divided into three sections Great area for
restaurant, retail, flea
market, office, etc
Good rental property
731-247-5635

H.'i..'
Call us we WIII be
glad to help
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

and
SOUTHWOOD
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
380
Pelti Swiss
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Yorkie.
PUPPIES:
small male. $375. ShihTzu.
male, $200,
Chihuahua, teacup,
female, $300; Cairn
Terriers, female, $175
270-382-2831
puppies.
SHIH-TZU
AKC. first shots &
wormed, $300-350.
270-251-0310
TRI-COLORED Jack
Russell pups, 5 weeks
old. Full blooded/No
papers. $80. 270-7520010, 270-493-6022

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

Uveiece4 WON
45 Angus. Balancer
and Galbreath bulls sell
ing March 20, 6:15PM
at MSU Expo Center
For info or catalogs,
call 270-556-4259

WANTED: Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock.
12701293-5215

'MO SO

YARD/
MOVING/
GARAGE
SALE
1534 Oxford
Sat, March 10
ONLY
7:00AM - 4:00PM
Furniture, home furnishings. clothes,
bath & kitchen, outdoor. tools, MisC

CHURCH
GROUP
YARD SALE
203 South 4th St
Basement
Thurs

753-3853 I

['gouty
.IUP

A TREMENDOUS TRACT
OF LAND!

COM

4E4 Ft MALTY

JACILSOls PURCRASE FARM MACHINERY

YARD SALE
Location Antioch Church Rd Farmington.
KY at 121 South & Beech Cmive Rd Go
West 2 Males to Antioch Ch Rd Turn Right
& Proceed. From Farmington take Hwy 564
West 2 5 Miles to Antioch Ch Rd Turn Left
& Proceed to Farm SIGNS POSTED!!

-AL1LTICTICJOINT)

SAT. MARCH 10TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT TIE FAIRGROUNDS - MOO KY

Just South of
Hazel on 641
Saturday

Something
for everyone!

1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
UV TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - RACKHOES - TRUCKS
IIIPILINENTS OF EVERT DESCRIPTION!!
THOUSANDS._.. TO MAITRELD__I KY

BRIM YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
- Thursday - Or Friday
wektra 7Th - 8711 - 9Th
STAFF A LOADERS WILL BF AVAILAMI
&OS LM TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
MIL TW LOT IS FULL-.
BONI MIS TIOS MOE ANIMAL EVERT/
OW Farm Itsts*N1 Rams SSW Ds Asottp1sti1
Massy Ns Mom Mos, Sallonsit Rest ranks
Ihme Dolta Iter ItsweItsifist IsksIk
ft

JAMES R. CASH
IC
2'06238466 '

acres

1 to 300 acres Wes
Owne
Calloway.
financing. 489-2116,
leave message.
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172
Hones For Sale
***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. 2BR
IBA. $5,000 down,
$595 month. 1758
Radio Rd., Almo, Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011
38R only $341 month,
5% down. 20 years at
8% APR. For listings
800-560-1951 Era
S835
38R, 1BA, beautiful
lot, short walk to campus. $74,000
(618)925-0140 or
(270)527-5645
BEAUTIFUL home in
Campbell Estates
5BR. 3-1/2 baths on .6
wooded acre 4,350 sf
$379,900.
(270)759-1946
FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $19,765 For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
FSBO- 3bd. 2-1/2
bath. 2.940 sq.-ft. 2car garage, great
neighborhood. Priced
below appraisal
$229,500. Call
(270)217-4265

11‘11\41E1)1 \ II
DEBT RI 1 11 1
bus
(all 7h1-495
ask tor Kt istio.
OPEN House
Extraordinary home.
1311 Fleetwood Drive,
Murray. Saturday 12-3.
270-759-1946
READY to move in
new construction
under $200.000, 3 bar.
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, ca
today 293-0139

8:00-?

AUCTION HELD ON
ANTIOCH CHURCH RD.

WE NEVER 1040W WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF MU NEED R - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

Amps

9.00-1 00
Lots of everything'

2-PARTY

731-987-2847 • FL #4804
www.ridgelyauctionco.com

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
-rsim MNIFIllakt. 4:3443AF4TMC

March 9th

RIM RITRYI MU MU 0 164111 AM
RIGARSUISI Of Plea
,
,
Sc. Arty Tart crrit. nr--0 Entre.0.-41e-,
RIM UTIMI TRACT AatRAMI

in 8 tracts and combinations RAC I - 2A61 kw • MAO 2 -1157 Aim
MC73-2.094 Atm • MACT 42.030 Aerm
V MUNRO MRS V 1111114MM TRACTS TRACT 5 1.113 hags • MAO 6 1.066 kris
I MOM 1101111181310111111
TRACT 7- 3.139 Aso • NADI - 11.071 Awls
"'re* 5 —ea te -a•lbev0 eAr acIrreC mica
TOSACCO RAIN V LAMM OM MOM
rearm...wooer odor expressed or implied ahem-en, from
Informal.. melphed14 ..thme film rearnefee
med
err
Harm kaatenn tellers Of rhea ternew martatretanws. arra or employers Prneproor
,weemen also
m awl theaseelves of dr tend seed la make m frapectena of der preman (al 'hex oar tetialt
eye 'dentin ge. may feel app.-gnaw Aldinega WI erdennanon m all edwenemennly ,.hrelned Ina townen
precedeor owe all advereernent.
deemed whale All remeoncaneers dry at wic

1 I. 1
R
l'It0I'LR I 1
1 .1 1 UTION
753-51181)
(270i527-293 I

HARRIS
Real Estate 6 Auction
1% I

2088 State Route 45 north - Mayfield Kentucky 42066
)(3444,ecrv tiorriN 8roker, Aucttoneei

(270) 247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318
"PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"

111

1101

I *Ration.
'mail.
iii.
I ash or
I all 761-110\11
%FIN

446631

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches. decks, SUfl
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nwnmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles
Call (270)205-5752
2006 FORD
FREESTYLE LIMITED
Excellent Condition,
One Owner 32.000
miles, All Leather.
DVD, 3rd Row Seating,
Loaded. Call
270-293-6565
2004 Ford Mustang
V6, 27 mpg. 13,500
miles, 40th Anniversary
Edition Burgundy with
silver stripes, automatic Power everything
$12,500 227-0813
LE
2002
Camry
55.000 miles, 4 cylinder automatic, very
condition,
good
$11,000 OBO
759-1600 ext. 118
MO Thula

March 8
& Friday

411E1110%
R
vELOP4RS St BIN%
PROPERT1
•TFItS
ESTORS &
FARMERS

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended which makes it die
gal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis "

390

TEAM covered wagon
$2,500 People hauler
$3.000. Call (270)4928575 after 6pm, ask
for Dale.

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown,
2,588
square feet, .803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Batches. Call
753-5856. cell 2937127

2005 Yamaha 650
VStar Classic Like
new Bags. wincishiekt,
765 miles, 54.800 270227-0799

Hardware salesman samples, childrens
books and teaching materials, Mary
r
'—
Hadley Pottery Christmas items,
'94
Jeep
blue
clothes, furniture, quilts, dishes
Cherokee,
$1.600
a little bit of eveythingl
978-2090
490
IAN Co.

NO SUYERS' PREMIUM

CONSIONTO TIE AIX118/1 THAT WAGS
NTERS
XJSES.
Dbell Realty
8780
th Street

Prtipllirqf iviraparrork

Commitel Prop. For Rent

ESTATE AUCTION 41415k

Wimis For Sala

)0 3BR 2BA
moved
e
'53-5998
tw mobile
lots, moveilmo area,
ft. douI)76x16 sinell (270)

Thursday, March 8, 2007 • 58

WATERFRONT home
for sale Newly rano
vated 2,800 wilt. four
bedroom home, features two full baths.
one with Jacuzzi tub
Large family room with
gas log fireplace, living
room, large kitchen
with pantry, dining
room, sun, room, and
bonus room. Carpet.
custom woodwork, and
Pella doors and windows throughout the
house, along with lighted ceiling fans on each
main room. Two car
garage, plus a three
quarter walk out basemen) Home comes
with private boat dock
and is located on beautiful Blood River in
Shores
Panorama
which is 15 minutes
from downtown Murray.
1319.000 Call 270436-5726

‘splialt Paving .\
Scalcoating

Re..

('u1111111. &

1

& Insurcil

TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279
ASPHALT
paving,
sealcoating. mainteMitchell
nance.
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537
SACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
roofing,
additions,
decks. floor repair &
covenngs, siding.
••FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 Of

05 Dodge Dakota
truck, red, 10.000
miles only. Rhino bed
(731)247-5464
liner, like new. Can be
icrobertson S wk.net
seen at 1 526 Oxford
Calloway
Dr Serious inquires
Trash Service
only. Phone 753-9404
Chevrolet •AUTOMATED BILLING
2003
Silverado Z71, 4WD. •CONTAINERS AVAIL
5.3 V8, loaded, 42.850 •RATES STARTING AT
$15%40
miles. $17.500 firm
761-3748 213-4045
270-759-4188
'88 Dodge Dakota
COLLEGE student
Runs great, $1,500
looking for yards to
270-227-6829
mow. 10+ years expenence, references
available Call Patrick
Carman
841-2952
camper
FOR rent
hookups: water, sewer.
& electric.
For sale: 3211. camper.
sleeps 6, $3,750.
270-436-6280
520

i)RIANIBI 111)1-K'.
( iissi HI I I

• \rldol,-11. Reniroaions
I RI I I s
-froo34143,4
'

Bola & Mown
FISHING boat for sale
or trade, will consider
4-wheeler 753-3536
978-0464
BOAT, motor & trailer
rigged for spider rig
Complete Call 2938192 or 489-2662
2000 Lowe 1765. 90
Evinrude, 2 Eagle
graphs. Tite-Lok spider
ng system. ready for
water, good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234
530
Union 011ered
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
1 Stop Construction:
New homes, add-ons,
remodeling & all electrical needs. Licensed &
insured. 978-2758
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun siurimi
Res.Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
MILLS & SON

Cretonne and Stone
Tile in
Hardwood S L ami nate
flooring Installed
Battu oom Re mode m g
Quality wort fait pilots

437-3 1 32
DN.) HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services
[odd
767-0433 • 350-0954

1)SW
PUNTING
ro.orinalao
41 1.42112

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839.
GRAY'S Painting
Intenor/Extenor,
Pressure cleaning.
Seniors discount.
References
(270)227-3161

\ 11

N1‘vv-.1

Vf

• weekly & special
locally ow ned/operated

Pressure Washing

7514-11.51 •293-2783
293-2784

toncrete rlecks & monc

JOE'S JOBS

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages. gutter,
Junk & tree work

small liotischi.1,.
%% oak.
tepait

-33-4.14-1 • 2r-5644
SUOCK1)11.F.
LANDS( \ 11M:
TRI I I \ 101

-A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 435-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
hauling, clean up, funk,
garages, yards. act
Prompt. dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs. experience.
Anytime 753-9210
1A0W1NG & cleaning
yards
761-4630

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
•Ca rpets -Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
METAL Installed on
houses and barns
N
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

•

•

•

--4 •

-

-
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CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Ihursday, March 8, 2007

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

INSTRUCTIONAL

*ADVERTISERS You
car place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
fur as little as $250 with
one order one payment For information
_(.(ritact the classified
repartment of this
newspaper or call KPS
502 223-882t

•Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FAA approved
program Financial aid if
qualified- Job placement assistance CALL
Aviation institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387

BUSINESS
SERVICES
• Attention
Homeowners Display
Nimes wanted for vinyl
siding windows. roots,
Guaranteed
oaths
financing No payments
until Summer 2007
Starling at $99 month
Call 1 800-25' 0843

*Attend College Online
from home 'Medical,
Business. *Paralegal,
'
'Computers. 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance. Computer
provided Financial aid
if qualified Call 8668 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
WWW OnlineTidewaterT
ech corn

Bankruptcy $149 95
Divorce $14995 corn
plete' Fast easy filing
$50 down starts your
legal action Cali 1-888
'114-0148 41r VISII us Oil
interne? at WWW easy
fiankruptcydivurce corn
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•SAWT,1
$2 445 Convert your
tugs tr amable lumber
with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Loy skidders aiso avail
abie www norwoodin
rostriris ,orri
Free
leforrnailur 1 800-578
'34,3 ext .100N
FARM ITEMS
CHEAP
*Dail
PiliCF
Bcard.F oni.e
ilernliick Barn Siding
Pole Barn Packages
lumber
rratok1
F ratninq .umber Log
Siding Railroad
es -Pee` '177-845
arilital
1 Oiler Vle
HELP WANTED
•A ( H Travel Job'
Moog
18-24
N
,i,s.„F,als to work and
tr.niel the entire USA
training
Pat
1,,inspor1atior lodging
PlOT)ISTlf!d
Call Adam
'Aar? today 1-1300-735
'40,4

.nitu str,a!

Co,

e yrriar
P pel,?ters
.1,hriqhts

1,1

d

. 7.r
'if,
,rr petit

.• irk
,t. 7
-KM
eeig•e,

•:ff

'•
•

•54( 55
E Mistment
$.20
Brimis F ree College
Challenging
oitiee
_part hme lobs with
lrea? benefits Servo
CornmunIty
Oomrn , wealth
ana
Tiontiv I .111 • 1•1011
GUAM) today.
r
home
•ear1 time
bp11411d Internet bus,
[a,
$500
NISS
$1000 month or more
F lexible hours Training
provided No invest
*sent roguirad FREE
Details www 5348 corn

l()\
I

A‘ \ I‘114I

-'11 4 tr. '
We Pick Up
moil acre weehers,
dryers wore a scrap
meter for it

BYNUM
*DriverTRANSPORT Qualified drivers needed for Regional & OTR
positions. Food grade
tanker, no hazmat or
pumps, great benefits,
competitive pay, new
equipment. 866-GOBY NUM Need 2 years
experience.

Company
"DriverDnvers and 0/0's- Get
Equipment home on weekends and
*Heavy
Operator JUST DIG IT' get great benefits
We can help you with a equipment. Students
fabulous new career as with CDL-A Welcome
a Heavy Equipment Call 800-837-7748
Operator
Immediate
Openings 1 866 584 •Dnver Don't lust start
your career, start it
4435
Company
right'
REAL ESTATE
Sponsored COL training
*Lake Access Bargain in 3 weeks Must be 21
1. Acres. $34,900 with Have CDL? Tuition
Slips' Reimbursement, CAST
Boat
FREE
HARE opportunity to 866-917-2778
own land on spectacular 160 000 acre recreational lake' Mature
oak & hickory, park- like
lake
with
setting
rd
Paved
access
underground utilities
financing
Excellent
Prime watedronts available Call now 1-800•
,'14 1154 917

*Driver Look what 4
months Current 0TH
can get you" S45,000,
a year Health insurance. dental 36 months
or younger tractors and
much much more 8884
Only
346-4639
months 0TH experience required Owner
Ops 800-437-5907

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

Owner
•Driver
ONLY
Operators
Regional freight from
$1 20pm
Louisville
average' Home often &
weekends Plates available NOT forced dispatch Call Max at TAP
1 800-511 0082

*Cherry
Blossom
Georgetown, voted #1
public access golf
course of 2004-2005 by
GolfWeek Magazine
Section
KPGA
host
Championship
Memberships available
502 570-9849 or visit
our website www cher,
ryblossomgoll corn
TRAVEL

•Destir Fort Walton
Beach South Walton &
Port St Joe. Florida
Stay in beautifui beach
homes cottages and
condos VISIT website
on-line.
Reserve
• F xp•irienced www SouthernResorts
Mfie ria•,0
Louisvrllp corn 1300-737 2322
Semi Trailer
Arva
*Hoiden Beach. NC
Repair M.,s1 have own
roe brochure Alan
hand tools 40 Hrs
Holden Vacations. 800
A,-c8 ',tart $8 $i0 r r
720- 2200. WWfir holden
'.1., 5l "6,'7
beach corn and online
To-, O
•Iin lvide
booking
Sales 100,
seeks par'
•
RE MAX at the Beach.
• ino ,nstriii.tors i ihe www AtthebeachNC cc)
54 i•
t, a • I
•T). Holden Beach 800
r
• 0 0 •
•
Sunset
350 9770.
4
r.
iii
le,
e88-414 -Sell
Beach
Autorrlaho' (73551
Oak islana
RellUlleS
programs
866-350 SOLD 1765.3i.
working knowledge et Calabash
600.76'con
programmable
3203
hullers and or has
TRUCK DRIVERS
•obelii s and autorna
HELP WANTED
sun
Teaching exper,
SOril
mice itesired
iie1
Troia
t.
"esi,•ne
School Training Drivers
Pa England Swift &
,
'erect, corn
Werner Dedicated runs
D,recim
Executive
Starling
available
1901 Atkins'. Square salary $51)000. home
flhve
weekends' 1 866 458
40:•18 [OE
1613
•N a
oi strut aim

•Onver- Are you getting
a pay increase? Roehi
dnvers have! Practical
route and Top 10 Pay.
Up to $3,000 sign-on
bonus. Students and
0/0 welcome. Class-A
required. Call today!
8 7 7 - 7 74 - 5 3 1 3
www . GoRoeh I.com

•S$Class A Drivers$$
Terminals a-• Clarksville
IN Georgetown and
Owensboro KY areas
F lathed and van freight
reloads
planned
Excellent pay benefits
and h,ime time Cali
866 417 738
4.''C PM
•Drvei
Guaranteed
460 PM
horretime three weeks
va,- atinn. company of
lease purchase avail
able BC `BS COL A
ard 6 months experi
once required 800
441 4271 ext KY ix
•Onver- S5K Sign or
Bonus for experienced
Teams Dry Van & Temp
control Solo lobs also
available Regional &
0TH 00s & CDL A
Grads welcome Cali
Covenant '866)684
2519 EOE

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
thew own risk Although
persons and cornea
nies mentioned hOrein
are behoved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of ots employees
accept any responsebilrty whatsoever for Mei,
actmeree

*Drivers' Act Now' 21
COLA Drivers Needed
-36,4.3cmx,,,S1 20-pot'
$0 lease NEW trucks
CDL-A .3 mos 0TH
800-635-8669
*Drivers Class-A CDL
Drivers Local Shuttle
And Yard Positions I2 yr
recent exp required!
8 66 2 7 0 - 26 6 5
WNW abdnvers corn

Invers.by

be
Don t
FREE CDL
duped
Nothing
training ads
is free' Call Truck
America Training for
your CDL needs NO
company driving contracts Call'
1-866,
244 3644

Horoscope
by Jactivellne Bigar
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, March 9, 2807:
You might need to cover more
ground this year than you usually do. The good news is that you
have the energy and ability to
communicate what is going on.
Men, you will have to reiterate
terms and agreements. You will
need to answer and question
what you thought was done.
Creativity and the ability to see
beyond the norm help you know
which direction is best. Others
often seek you out for advice. If
you are single, you will tend
toward a long-term commitment.
As a result, your relationships
develop a very serious tone.
What might be important, if
attached, is to study the bigger
picture. Learn to be more empathetic. SCORPIO pushes you to
be more instinctual and to shoot
from the hip.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

Murray Ledger & Times

2007
TV Listings Friday,
- March 9,
IF- 1.51 551
A- sits, V% A%,1•_, 8- AR Natal ELEClitit , I. - NtEDIACOM,
, 11:30
11:00
10:30
10:00
9-30
9:00
A : C D 6.00 6:30 7:00 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30
X
The
Nw111
am
(N)X
Kelly
ad
Rip
.
X
America
Moran.
2 2
Good
News
IS:00)
Tym Orem Mora
Radial Ray(N)X The Oka 96 X
'
3 3 3
Good Moraine America X
Mae
Ellen bow
X
Chi
780
The
4 4
May (in Stereo) X
News
Ye R
TalkRight
is
Price
Me
X
wawa
acme
;
Show
6 6
me Early
News X
News X
News X
Minh X
6 6 60 News X
To*(In Stereo) X
News
JeepThe Yaw(N)X
Regis ad Kelly
Good Morning AmericaI
7 Good laming
7 7
Rogers
akin
Ble
Bob
X
Street
Teta& Seems
8 8
Mhos Big
Rogers Cabe bone
Judge A. Judp A.
Court Judge Mathis X People's Coal
9 9 2 3 Paid
Weft- Maier- Court
Paid
Eye Ea Wild
Nanny Ned Alt Greg Behrene
10 17 11 30 Paid
Paid
Breekleel Show
The Price I Right Young-Regan
12 12 12 12 Broadest Show
Regis and Kelly
The Early Show On Stereo) X
16 311 1 10 Yen
Belles- HIM- -Ha* Melba (In Stem) NW"PiI "
: . 0.Viesin*"
111 "
11 "
Bailey Paid
While
1713 28
Troths Scudder For
Today Hew Os Tod Your lamer Tom

FRIDAY MORNING
111113114110
WIL-AK
111111111410
IllaV-C86
MAK
nil-AK
MIMI
1081-Fas
KIPI-011
KRUK
WI
IMP

BUMS 21 21 5 11 Noddy
11KA-1911 22 16 10
Chapel
ESPN

24 s a

Curious Clifford Dragon Big
Ubertys Paid

Paid

SporuCtrow I

SportsConiorI

I SpxtoConiori

Pad

ECM

25 30 25

UTV

261$ V 24 (510) MTV Video Wake-Up In Stereo) The Big Ten

TNT

n n 38 14 Angel (In Stereo)

TLC

29

LIFE

30

USA

32

AMC

34

A&E

35 15 44 27 The District X

FAN

36 53 36 2 Meek ihe 'Holy iike(111913)111
37 22 24 4 Phan- OdtPar- Sponge Sponge
i
.
Chats
Knaty Gears Pointed
43 36 18
.
.
44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

NICK
itGPI
SPN(E

Sesame Street X Cella
GinBella- laid

Arthur
Greta

(5:00) lake and lake in the awning Eine)31

Barney UMW Rogers
My Vale Beam*
One

SportsCorow :I SportsConioric College Beiketball
Coals Beekelball
Coid Pizza (In Stereo Live)I UEFA
Room
Juries 'Dale. Jeff Resial- 'Reseal- Room
-

ER (to Stereo) X ER (In Stereo X Judging Amy X
_
41 41
Bigloot Peep X What Not to Wear What Not to Weir What Not to Weer lamt Not to Wear
16-5 X Bus
Doth ita Deem ,
52 31 31 Workout Workout Nanny Nanny IGoiden 'Golden Frasier tFrasier Will -TWIN
TEE'S Ranger
Texas Ranger
, Texas Ramp
51 405 JAG (In Stereo)X JAG -Head to Toe- Texas Ranger
5629 loam e1
2 llatinee,Lars Of(101)Tom Tryon. *eslik there lareie D'arice H(1940)hr Ihe Enemy Below*"
/
Chained X

Chanel X

24(In Stereo)X

City Coachella
Moos

Living

Dora

Go

Duval

Room

Police Videos

Mariam Justice Cold Came Files X Crossing Jordan
Union Girls X Foe Her Full Has,
The 700 Club X
Go
Go
Dora
MUSS- Back- Pets
Country Homes Homes Drown
Disorderly Con, Disorderly Con,

ironies of Rome
MXC

MXC

Home im
Drew
VITBS
52 26 21 13 Saved- Saved- Saved- Saved- Dawson's Creek X Nosier** "Any," Thsf(2002)1
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Krypio
DinoLooney
V
Tim
More
Land
*** Tension can be overScanty 'Land Mr
TOON
65 32 50
Ed, Edd Coden- Cartoon Tom
whelming. But you can change COURT 66 61
Best Defense
Bloom & Pollan: Open Court
Fitness Pod
Riches Pad
what is going on. Very little could
BM
Weans 1WayansTianie FlJarna F. 1061 Perk: Top 10 Live
6719
BET
151301 BET Morning inspiration
be significant except knowing
Top 20 Countdown (In Stereo)
CUT Meek(In Sternal
70 34
GeV
CUT Power Picks-TAM° Joint(N)
when to back down and go in a
liovlw "Poseltext"
new direction. Let others gripe
a 71 51
HBO
Movie Moak "Uncle Buck"MIMI 300 1M Nosier t** "Edger(191* Do You Believe
Tonight: Togetherness.
1172 $4
MAX
Moan On Set 'Movie: *Li "Son oI Me Mose &Mr se 'The Callboy Way"(19%)X Node:irir% TM lorJuilte"
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
SHOW
al 73 52 -loam land and Free:aril Movie: erns 'Wad Hot Ballroom"(2005) Nov* *104 "The Playboys"(1992)X Deep-,
**** You might be better off
Mermaid
Wiggles Illiggly Lllo
7$ 3151
Mickey Handy Coed- 'Charlie 1Koala
Minas Higgly Ainpulling back and thinking rather DISN
"Boni
eat
(1906)123-13,11ovhs
Sometimes
up.
acting
Letlf
a
ri
t
than
IS
FUX
Rosie Nov* *** llateride(1904)129'3: Ikea aft -The Potts*
fatigue dominates to an extent 111302
(2005)
Cower
'Worth
tit*
bale:
X
Sports
Reel
(1993)18
Wondwrur
Ei
1/r.
***
Toasty*,Illovh:
Nov*
that you don't realize. Others try
% 'se vs vs s% F . K- Sll RR SN Ilk CFR?? . I ME 1)1,5(1151. D- l; Si 551'
to be clear but only add to the
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
immediate confusion Tonight:
2:00 I 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 ! 4:30 1 5:00 I 5:30 1 6:00 I 6:30
12:00 12:30
1:00 1 1:30
Step back. Stay away from a
News Fortune
11101/14110 Al My Children X One Lite to Live iGeneral Hospital Judge J. Judge J News News News ABC
tumbling house of cards.
News Li EnterABC
,ir
News
Mittens
Monte(
Abiow
Keith
Dr.
INSIL-MIC
Hospital
!General
My
Al
Live
to
Life
Childra X One
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** You might not be able to con- WM-NZ News itaws
Days afar Lives Or. Phil (lit Stereo) Opreh wtritrer ,11- News ' NBC
Passions IN a
r
News
tinue to push at the level that you 111W-C115 'I & R fkild
News X ;Inside News X INews News'I
As World Turns ,Guiding Ught X Richest Ray X
are. Everyone is capable of only,,
News X Fortune
t
Inside Insider Dr. Phil On Sternal Jeep, 'fitinioir--, Neve '14 NBC
iVIS0441C Days of our Lives Passions(N, ir
so much energy If you can, walk
li
Winfrey
ABC
.
!rows
News Fortune
Oprah
ROI
De
Hospital
(In
Live
to
Ule
lOsto
General
Stereo)
away from a demanding situa- WINUAIIC AI Ilty Children X
News-Lehrer
Arthur ,
tion Being impervious could be
WIPT405 Beren•-.tUons
Reeding .Cyber Shrinks iZoboo Dragon Clifford Curious Maya .Fetch
1
difficult. Tonight: Get some extra
N Sem• M-T--King
King IJim
70s
70s
Ceps X Maury X
ININ-For -Judge Judge The 700 Club ; Pad
Mend R.
Enter- BasketRebel Greg Behrendt
Quarterfinal
en-CV
.College
Quarterfinal
Baketbeil:SEC
SEC
BeekettoN:
College
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Oprah Winfrey X News News News RayAs World Toms .GuidIng Light X iEllen Show
*** Creativity and resourceful- 015-015 News Bold
ness add to your ability to solve WWI
Lizzie Home Home Videos leans'
Mash@ Cosby Even
Home Videos
Greg Behrendt
WON News
problems. Close to the end of the
Cerullo
Hope MisDiscos- aseiroote
lasBed
:Pinion Mass
IPeid
Lite Tod4Fellow- Paid
IMP
day, you might feel as if you finalNews-Lehrer
Busk
Dragon Math
Mord
Maya
CybwFetch
!Arthur
Lions
WiK14135
News
GED
Pre
Math
to
ly make it through a problem
.Colloos Basketball:Big 12 Ouanertinal College Baketball Big 12 Quarterfinal Judge Mathis X Friends College Basketball
get some answers. Confusion isVicsiso•
can be resolved. Tonight: Let fun
SporteCenter X Basketball
interBurning Horn
Basketball
ESPN
College Basketball- Big Ten Quartedinai
in and problems out.
Beeketball
College BaskelbeN: Pend League Fined
Pta Issoomordi
Coop*emkethall• ACC Quarterfinal
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
EnNext
Peek
MTV
Room iRoom Room TRoca Room EnPanned Mantel Pasta
Next(N) Next
*** Stay anchored while othLaw & OrderI Law & Order X -11Lriv & Order X Law & Order X Law & Order X
*Judging Amy I Law & Order X
ers seem to somersault through i.NT
Confusion TIC
tumultuousness
Vast Not to War What Not to Wear Whet Not to Weer Whet Not to Wear Whet Not to Wear Whet Notto Weer What NotIn Wear
marks interactions, though once
Still
Reba X Rae X $till
INN
LIFE
lams
Movie 14,Bay Is laselig-(2007)Z Golden !Golden IBM
Movie Dna
you distance yourself from the
Law Order:a
Law Order:CI
Movie: *** Voiler Room'(2003,Dims)NI
Kneecap aft-(1973)X
lava a*,-*a*,-*Gr
immediate, you'll see situations USA

IT

differently Update your opinions.
Emmy It_acmir **a TAMAN Of War(1989) thisle sr* -Comowicif(1985)1T Neva ** SER000-fla9llPG-17
kic
Tonight. New vistas.
CSI• Miami k
- Stereo' e 1 City Confidential lAmerican Justice 1Cold Case Ries Crossing Jordan CS: Miami X
All
.24 ,
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
amebae"Crush'
Step
Sebrina Sabrina Gilmore Girls X 7th Heaven X
fAlil
1 FullHee TFullHee-"
Family TFamily Step
•Devers
Kentucky ****
Taking the high road per- .
Regional Drivers earn
Sponge Sponge Neutron Phan- OddPar- Avatar Sponge Drake School OddPer- OddPw- Neutron
Go
Go
NICK
mits different possibilities and
$60 000* home weekly
Extreme If Was House
Design Design I Did
FreeIDestgn- Fist
Cash *Mission *Decant' Get .
vistas You might not like what i4GTV *Clever '
_.
.
and weekends' Class A
seems to be heading your way, SPIKE MXC
CS:Crime Sam
Scn
Crime
CS:
MXC
MXC
KC
MXC
'MXC
MXC
MXC
MSC
C
X
M
CDL • 1 year 0TH
but you can step aside. A partner
RaSeeded 'Sebald RayKing
King
Yes
experience required
es
Home -11y.
News- *Cosby Harvey !term Home '
VMS
'
or dear friend helps you under800-400 1271
Jenes-Pealt .
Malin Poke- Naroto Ed,Edo Grim
10
18on
*Foster
Edo
Ed.
'
s-Hits
*Cartoon
-.Torn & Jerry
stand your options. Tonight: i00N
.
...
Catherine Crier Holly- Catena- Cops X Cops X
Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments
COURT Bentleid & Ford Counside
*New Regional & 0TH Don I get plugged in.
-4
positions now available LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
106$ Pair Top 10 Uve (HoJordan TRaneo! Wayaris leavens Rev City X
IT Now I(
BET
r*1
your area New *** You might discover that a
*
Dukes of Hazard
Crossroads
CUT Power Picks "The Wes at Mune Reunion!"
Joint
!Video
Countdn
Top20
EMTV
premium possessive streak emerges. You
equipment
2 Tou've Got War(1XX)
/
Mesa lava et% 'Thelelencr(2005, Action)PG-13' /Pam ea% "ArtFnends"(2005) X Movie: te1
greal cannot always have it your way. 1180
pay package
benefits Call 877-8&(1996)'A'S
Movie: ea* 'The R'
Extremes hit financially, but you BAX
05) IFedsy tte Iah Peg VI
:'The hams'(1908)1 Movie lialstaseat>720
Zee* *et,
5537 or visit us at can deal with what happens.
:-Anwar Cm&(2004) Array
cc,
tliovie:
Nowa"
land
5*
"Moat
'4ndonophobio"(19110)
SHOW Seam Dowager loft***
weir, riakleytranspc,0
Listen to a fnend or associate.
Suite
Risen Now
Sister Sister Raven Raven Life
Me- Proud Oregon Kim
Timor .9=
oni
This person has another per- OISN
lily Dinner With Andre"(1981) Moak et* "lAirretIck"(1904) Mel dbeon.PO
111oPtie:
Dowr
Valenti*
Mahe
Elm,
tee
emir
FUX
treat.
Your
Tonight:
spective.
king
▪
Positions'
lode:itet 'lb'&Orfluor(19Ki Illowle Woe(2006, Docudrame)
11002 Ikea ea "Atessoller(2004)Coin Fwd.'111'I
111rmq .n your area SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
NOW We train you' No **** You might trip up when
55551K-%It KRA% 1.1 F(TRW.( - ‘11,1)1k(1)%1. I).(;11.551
51.15
S.
FRIDAY EVENING
experience? No Credit"( you thought you were on an
more
Visualize
path.
clear
easy.
1 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 1 12:00 12:30
9:30
1
9:00
'
8:30
7:00
I
8:00
7:30
Cali
problem'
No
Human Resources it of what you need from those
Elena /Opting Jimmy Kenna Lae
Sex &
News
Grey's Arobstree X Woo Strap On Stereo) MO X
1 877•554-3800 to earn around you Make a point of han
NewsI NIghffIne Sanaa Arany Kimmel Live 1Sainield
X
2020
Stereo)
On
Swap
Wile
Val-ABC
X
Andorny
Grey's
dling a personal matter later in
$740 $940: week'"
Lae Night
'UM Cell
Tonight Show
News
Las Vegas 'Heroes' Law & Order 4
WSINSIBC 1 vs. 100(N)I
the day_ If success comes, it will
WANTED TO BUY
appear in the evening. Tonight.
Holy- 'Late Late Show
VirTVF-CBS Ghost Whimperer X -Close to Home(N) X NUMB3RS fir Stereo, Its! Lass Shovi
Lea Night
,News X Tonight Show
Last Call
•T_ ash Paid For Used Try being home
Las Woes 'Heroes- Law & Order 1
WPSEHIBC 1 vs. 100(N)I
Dish
Network lNot SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 111184-ABC
Nightfine !Jimmy Kimmel UN Fresier X Poker
News
wolf
Stereo)
Iln
Strop
Ma
X
Analany
Grey's
Satellite 21)
DIRECTVI
NOW X
Soundies. Musical History
VIMPT-PIS Sun Orman: Women & Money (In Stereo) Wash la iNOW I News
not dishes) ** Some days it's better to play
boxes
ostrich To get some practice.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ken
County using a little elbow grease
while working on the roof of a
new home on Utterback Road.
The photo was by Staff Phcxographer Bernard Kane.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray High School Lady Tigers
won 55-34 over Graves County
School Lady Eagles. High team
scorers were Becky Greene for
Tigers and Laura Hodge for Eagles.
Rev. Wayne Wilson, Assemblies of God missionary to Mexico, will be the speaker at First
Assembly of God Church, Murray, on March 9.
20 years ago
Published are a feature story
..tiad picture about Roy Cothran,
principal at Calloway County Middle School. The story and picture
were by Staff Writer and Photographer Scott Wilson.
Births reported include a by
to Darlene and Gregory Cooper,
a girl to Lynn and David Kelley,
a girl to Rhonda and Richard
Vancleave and a girl to Tanuny
.aid James Gattis, March 4.
In the Fourth District High
Sliool Basketball Tournament,
Murray Tigers lost 51-39 over
Marshall Marshals with Mark West
lugh scorer for Murray; Murray
Lady Tigers lost 75-36 to Mar.hall Lady Marshals with Yolanda Greenfield high scorer for Murray.
30 years ago
Tina Elizabeth Shelton, 10, died
March 7 from injuries sustained
in a one-vehicle traffic accident
on Brinn Road.
Calloway County High School
Debate Team won top honors at
the regional tournament held at
Murray State University.
Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Bailey of Murray, has

been selected as one of eight runners-up in the 1976 4-H Award
of Excellence Program, sponsored
by the Courier-Journal and
Louisville
Murray High School Tigers won
83-74 over Marshall County Marshals for the championship of the
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament High team
scorers were Raymond Sims for
Tigers and Brandon for Marshals.
40 years ago
George Rex Hopkins, 19, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George (Dude)
Hopkins, died March 7 at 7:30
p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., from injuries sustained in a head-on automobile
collision on US 641, about a mile
south of Hardin, on March 7
shortly after 3 p.m.
James Gantt and Kim Smith
of Murray University School won
a first place trophy in debate at
the Speech Tournament at Madisonville. Christine Kodman also
won first place in discussion at
the tournament.
Capt. Dan R. Pugh of Murray
is serving with the 5th Light
Equipment Maintenance Company at Fort Hood, Texas.
50 years age
Pvt. Bobbie Joe Lee, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee, Dexter,
is leaving as pan of "Operation
Gyroscope" of the United States
Army unit rotation plan. Lee is
with the Ilth Army Calvary Regiment, formerly stationed at Fort
Knox.
Rev. Orval Austin, pastor of
College Presbyterian Church, was
the guest speaker at a meeting of
the Murray Magazine Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Miss Sarah Hargis presented a
lesson on "Making of Draperies"
at a meeting of the East Hazel
Homemakers Club held at the home
of Mrs. William Adams.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Family's generosity is repaid
when man pays it forward
DEAR ABBY: I was gratified to read the letter from
"Grateful Woman in the Midwest" (Jan 13), who wondered
how to honor the friends who
had taken her in when she was
in trouble, and given her support and shelter until she was
able to move
on.
Our family has also
done this for
young people in trouble, trying to
help
them
turn
their
lives around.
The greatest
gift we ever
By Abigail
received
Van Buren
came from
one young man
call Danny.
Danny was only 20. When
he came to us,just before Christmas one year, he had a 4-yearold son, was estranged from
his birth family and was in
desperate need. We made their
Christmas bright, helped Danny
find a job, cared for his son
until a slot opened at Head
Start, and ultimately helped find
them an apartment. We even
covered the utility deposits.
Never once did Danny
default on his payments. He is
now a model young man, owns
his own business and home,
and is an excellent parent. I
ran into him at the supermarket the other day, and he said,
"I want you to know, my son
and I adopted a family last
Christmas." He went on to

Dear Abby

ru

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
foday is Thursday, March 8,
67th day of 2007. There are
298 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 8, 1862. during the
Civil War, the ironclad CSS Virginia (formerly USS Merrimack)
rammed and sank the USS Cumberland and inflicted heavy damage on the USS Congress, both
Ingates, off Newport News, Va.
On this date:
In 174)2, England's Queen Anne
Et AEIlr Et IL U

ascended the throne upon the death
of King William III.
In 1782, the Gnadenhunen massacre took place as some 90 Indians were slain by militiamen in
Ohio in retaliation for raids carried out by other Indians.
In 1841, Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.,
the "Great Dissenter," was born
in Boston.
In 1854, U.S. Commodore
Matthew C. Perry made his second landing in Japan; within a

month, he concluded a treaty with
the Japanese.
In 1874, the 13th president of
the United States, Millard Fillmore, died in Buffalo, N.Y.
In 1917, Russia's "February
Revolution" (so called because of
the Old Style calendar being used
by Russians at the time) began
with rioting and strikes in Petrograd.
In 1917, the U.S. Senate voted
to limit filibusters by adopting the
cloture rule.
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describe how they had selected and wrapped gifts, made a
holiday food basket, even baked
cookies for the family. The
light in his eyes as he related
the story spoke volumes. It was
the most wonderful gift Danny
could have given us.
Please tell "Grateful" that
turning around and helping others will make her angels sing
with joy. -- STILL SINGING,
BATH, MAINE
DEAR STILL SINGING:
Your uplifting letter made ME
sing with joy, as I'm sure it
will many of my readers. I'm
pleased to report that there are
many "guardian angels" on Earth
because I heard from them. Read
on for a sample:
DEAR ABBY: A thank-you
note promising to "pay it forward" would be priceless. We
have been helping people for
years (anonymously when we
can), but when pressed for a
reason, we always talk about
those individuals who helped
us, and explain that this is our
way of expressing our gratitude. Nothing in this world is
more joy-filled for us, the original "givers" or the recipients.
Its also a gift that can keep
on giving for a lifetime. -MICKI IN WEST PALM
BEACH
DEAR ABBY: After my
stepson died a number of years
ago, one friend, "Tom," came
and helped us tremendously. I
thanked him at the time, but
it wasn't until I was able to
take on the same role for a
different friend who had lost a
loved one, and then wrote Tom
about it, that his act of kindness was truly clear to him.
He wept openly at having been
able to make such a positive
difference in our time of need.
-- GRATEFUL IN BIDDEFORD, MAINE
DEAR ABBY: Twenty years
ago, people helped me in ways
I could never repay. One of
them said, "When it's your turn,
then you can help someone."
Now that I'm in my 40s, I
help college students with references, networking sled food.
And I always tell them that in
20 years, I want them to help
someone when they are able
to. More important than getting a "good feeling," I am
continuing a cycle of grace and
gratitude. I hope "Grateful" will
consider this possibility. -SEAN IN HUMBLE, TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago. I had the chance to help
a friend in crisis. My husband
and I invited the man to come
and live with us. It was the
best decision we ever made.
He is a new man now, and
watching him live his new life
gives us great joy.
Trust me: Its enough for
"Grateful" to go out and live
her life well. That is all her
friends would ever want from
her. -- HAPPY TO HAVE
HELPED IN SANTA CRUZ,
CALIF.
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Mystery weakness
plagues elderly man
DEAR DR.GOTT:My husband is 87 years old and hasn't been feeling well for quite
some time. His primary care
doctor cannot find what is
causing him to feel so weak
and shaky. He has had what
I
call
a
"meltdown"
several
times in the
past. He will
begin
to
shake
and
wants to fall
down. I help
him to the
floor, and,
after about
By
10 minutes,
Dr. Peter Gott he feels better and can get up and move
around again. He had one this
morning.
He is under the care of a
cardiologist who says his heart
is strong. I know he has a
heart murmur due to a childhood illness that kept him
home from school for about
six months when he was
younger, and most of that time
was spent in bed. He can't
remember the name of the illness, and I didn't know him
at the time, so I don't know
it, either. His murmur even
kept him from serving in World
War II. He has a pro-time (PT)
blood test every three weeks,
and everything seems to be
fine when his test results come
back. His blood pressure is
great. He stands 6 feet 1 inch
tall and „weighs 158 pounds.
Be is now taking Levoxyl
in the morning before breakEVery other day he takes
one 20-Milligram Furosernide
before lunch. Before going to

Dr. Gott

bed, he takes one warfarin tab,
2.5 milligrams, twice weekly.
On all other days, he takes I U2 tabs. Despite all of this,
he feels weak, and his heart
works faster when he has one
of these spells. The first time
it happened was in August
2004. I called 911, thinking
he was having a stroke, and
he was takes to the hospital.
They did testing, but nothing
showed up, and he was sent
home.
I guess this is like asking
a tailor to teach me how to
make a pair of trousers for
my husband over the phone.
but I have gvn out of options.
I know the doctors are doing
their best, but I am at a loss
to know what to do for him.
We are celebrating our 60th
wedding anniversary today, but
he is spending it resting in
his bed.
DEAR READER: You
husband appears to have had
appropriate medical intervention. Therefore, I must conclude
that his malaise and weakness
could be the result of a normal, age-related phenomenon
that is common in patients in
their 80s. Nonetheless, I do urge
you to involve his cardiologist for further testing, such
as a Molter monitor, to make
sure his symptoms aren't caused
by a heart-rate abnormality. I
also recommend that your primary-care physician be an
active participant in the search
for a medical condition that may
need -treatment.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."
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How to Deal With a Damsel
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 6 3
111K 1 104
•A 109
4b.I 8 2
EAST
WEST
•Q.110874
•9
•A
IP 8 2
•Q 8 5 3 2
• 64
*9 7 6 5 4
4)K 10 3
SOUTH
•A 5 2
V Q 9 76 5 3
•K 7
4A Q
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
3V
Pass
I 11
1•
4,
Opening lead — queen ofspades.
The simplest hands are sometimes the hardest ones to play correctly. Witness this deal where South
was in four hearts and West led the
queen of spades.
South woo with the ace and led a
trump to West's ace. West returned
the jack of spades, and East ruffed
dummy's king and returned a club.
South finessed and lost the queen to

the king, and West cashed the ten of
spades to put the contract down one.
Unlucky, you could say, hut the
unadulterated troth is that declarer
botched the play. Before playing to
the first trick, South should have
considered what might happen if
West had six spades for his onespade overcall. Ile might then have
seen the wisdom of taking the opening trick with dummy's king in order
to prevent East from rolling it later
After winning with the king, he
would next lead the king of hearts
from dununy. West would take his
ace and lead the jack of spades, but
East would find himself in a helpless
position. If he ruffed the spade.
South would follow low from his
hand,and his only other loser would
be a club, thus making four hearts.
The band illustrates, for the
umpteenth time, why a declarer
should not play quickly at trick one
That is the time when he should collect his thoughts. being careful to
give consideration to the bidding hs
the opponents as well as the signilicance of the opening lead. Ile should
then twin a general plan of play and
be prepared to alter it should ans
unexpected development occur.

Tomorrow: Bidding qt/17.
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Calif. gas tops $3 a gallon; what will rest of U.S. do?
SAN TRANCISL'O (AP) i ',ohne prices have jumped
t, tv,c•
4 a gallon in some
'is of California and Hawaii,
t may hit that level other
I it the country when the
'• summer driving season
:latches
'It kills inc.- said Gloria
i, as she filled her
•ci I ylorer SUS/ at a San
station Nunet, a clerk
.1 communications coinpastarted working a coutit
each
hon. s
osertIMC
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, v.ecks Crude oil, which
rum '
about halt the price
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l.a ti Ilighrr deniand.
. maintenance and tears
pringtinir shortages are
•lie up prices, partic
ric ort the West Coast
I I,,• 11est Coast will Let
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maks! for the Oil Price
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At the pumps
Nabonal average price
tor regular gasoline
Match 7

Month
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$250

$2 18

Per gallon

Yew
ag
$z

31
7.1
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mg, a 12 percent jump froth
a month ago but still well shy
of the high of S-4.3.58 a gal
Ion set in September 2005
Several customers at a Mobil
station in Si Petersburg. Fla
were upset because their
seemed to be no real reason
tor the price increase Prices
at the station range twill 52 47
a gallon lor regular to 52 tio
lot premium
Lee Franc, a client manag
cr from Sr Petersburg. spent
about 540 to put 16 gallons
Ill her Toyota Highlander She
works at home and can go a

week or two without tilling
up
"Katrina. I can understand,"
franc said. "I didn't see a very
good explanation this time. You
hear so many excuses It gets
to %licit: you don't believe
anything any mole
Iii Chicago, cab driver
Nathan Michaels pays $25 each
day to gas up his cab That
ct.st plus the SA25 per week
Ire pays 1,1 lease his cab makes
thilicult to earn a living,
cc en though he works six days
., week
lie been considering buying an SCA for personal use,
hut thinks with gas ptices 114,11w he'll start reseatching hybrid
c chic les
!he using gas pi rt:es ako
raise 111s till k ioy in a Inure
general way, he said. "It eonin butes to an overall teeling
of uncertainty about what's
going on VtorldwRic
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Alison Leupold looks unhappy after she pumped $72.83 worth of gas at Menlo Atherton
Wednesday.
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